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Preface

1a. Don’t burn crackers on Diwali. It damages eardrums of helpless innocent animals.

1b. Beef-eating is my right. You can’t decide what I have in my plate – cow or buffalo or dog or pig.

2a. Let’s organise a conference on Ram. How he didn’t exist. How he was a misogynist.

2b. Let’s respect their prophets. These Hindutva goons have learnt no tolerance. How would you feel if they question your gods?

3a. Forget about the destruction of Ram Mandir. It is history. Move on. Let’s build a hospital there.

3b. Hindutva goons destroyed Babri Masjid which is a blot on India’s face.

4a. India is such an intolerant society. Lynching of two Muslims on cow-killing by Gorakshaks! Is India a banana republic? If cow is your mother, it is problem of your bloody faith. Why should not one eat it?

4b. Who are we to decide what majority in Saudi/UAE do with apostates or Non-Muslims or women? Let them make laws based on their society. Why should we interfere in their society and faith?

5a. PK was an awesome movie. It exposes the hypocrisy of
religions. Well done PK. Hindutva goons who are protesting against it, get a life. We have freedom of expression in the constitution.

5b. Why should government lift the ban from venomous book Rangila Rasul? Who are you to insult Prophet of other religions? Does freedom of speech mean you can mock and hurt religious sentiments of crores of people?

6a. Let’s be friends with Pakistan. War killed our soldiers, not Pakistan. Let peace give a chance.

6b. Eliminate Hindutva forces in India. Two Muslims were lynched by Hindus. What? Conflict killed them, not Hindus? You Nazi.

7a. Rohingya Muslim Brothers and Sisters are welcome in our great country. They are our own people. Open borders for them.

7b. Yesterday a Hindutva goon threatened my family saying let me stay in your house. I had to beef up the security with electronic lock and two guards. Aise hi koi ghar me ghus jaayega kya?

8a. Justice for Asifa. Muslim girl raped in ‘Devi Sthaan’. Hindu vultures, isn’t your Ram still not ashamed?

8b. Gudiya, Kiran, Preeti, 100 more raped in Madarsa? What do you mean by Madarsa/Moulvi? Don’t Hindus rape? Trying to give it communal angle? Rapes have no religion.
And so on..

Neo-liberals (read fake liberals) have these two compartments (a & b) in their brains. Compartment ‘a’ is MLMC (My Life My Choice). Compartment ‘b’ is AFCL (Ass First Choice Later).

As you might have observed by now, MLMC comes into action in matters involving Non-Muslim religions or people while AFCL applies when the issue is related to Muslims/Islam. *Both ‘a’ and ‘b’ coexist peacefully in a liberal’s brain in complete unison, doesn’t matter both look paradoxical to logical lesser mortals.*

They are a good source of entertainment nevertheless. The Nautanki (Drama) by these liberals (in media, Bollywood, politics, corporate sector) reminds me of autocratic Jailor of English era in Hindi film ‘Sholay’. The Jailor would shout his Bravados as if Hitler is no match. But would escort criminals till exit gate at the mere mention of a pistol behind his back.

*These fake-liberals are no different.* They know that ridiculing Hindu beliefs is no more dangerous and no less entertaining than playing Battlefield on their Playstations. But the moment they are asked to confront demons that roam outside their gaming box in streets, they would seek the emergency route to the toilet. Legends speak of the ‘brave warrior’ Uttar in Mahabharata, who boasted about his bravery among women in his palace. But when he saw the vast army facing him in the battlefield, Arjuna could see Uttar getting wet at wrong places and smell suspiciously
This book contains several stories from popular Indian media in past few years, some popular liberals, their hypocritical stands on similar issues, their bootlicking of those who slit throats, bashing of those who keep restraint and a logical person’s take on the paradoxes.

There will be some stories in Q&A/debate form, some in the analysis of the liberal claims and some random thoughts on the more random musings of liberals. Some names of actual characters have been changed for obvious reasons. Some names are purely creations of my imagination which have no relation to any person living or dead.

If you find any similarity, know that it is coincidental. Moreover, if you find some story close to what you heard in reality, be assured that it is a fiction. A fiction so good that it looks real. If you find what I just wrote confusing, welcome to the world of liberalism – contradictions presented as logic.

Let’s start. Enjoy.

Vashi Sharma

Amritsar (City of martyr Capt. Saurabh Kalia)
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Chapter 1

Liberal argues “Terror has no religion”

BACKGROUND

The most popular punchline of the 21st century is terror has no religion. Whenever a Charlie Hebdo or 26/11 happens, the first thing we are made to learn is “Terror has no religion”. Proof? Well, let us decipher from a debate with a liberal genius.

AGNIVEER SILENCES LIBERAL JOURNALIST

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Terror has no religion.

AGNIVEER: How can you prove that?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Simple, No religion teaches hatred.

AGNIVEER: How do you know that? Did you study all
religions?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Simple, all religions teach good things.

AGNIVEER: How do you know that? Did you study all religions?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Simple. How can a religion teach bad things?

AGNIVEER: What stops them?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Are so many people fools to believe in bad things?

AGNIVEER: So many terror attacks are also happening.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: They are few bad people who misinterpret religion.

AGNIVEER: How do you know they are misinterpreting or..?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: It’s obvious. Terror has no religion.

Liberal journalist thought he successfully did his job by silencing another Islamophobe with his infallible logic. He didn’t know he trapped himself into an infinite loop.

Meanwhile, there was another attack in London, another rape by refugees in Germany, massive rally in India in support of Halala, Triple Talaq and Sharia.
Chapter 2
Kiss of Love or Call of Duty?

BACKGROUND

*Kiss of Love became a rage among liberals to protest against Hindu morality. To kiss in public was a new gateway to heaven. Tomorrow it may be something more explicit.*

AGNIVEER’S ANALYSIS OF THIS LIBERAL FLAW

There is a new movement in rage these days. They call it Kiss of Love. I am told that some news-channel (owned by Indian National C – the political party that was ruthlessly evicted out of power in national elections) showed video clips of some people who ‘vandalized’ a cafe in Kerala where people were hugging, kissing or doing something else. The Kerala Police also was supposedly against the kissers, huggers and ‘something else doers’ and sided with the
‘vandals’.

STRUGGLE FOR FUNDAMENTAL (HORMONAL) RIGHTS BEGINS!

So the ‘oppressed’ decided ‘enough is enough’. How long can they suppress their natural urge to kiss, hug, undress, excrete or do something else in public? After all, who can refute that these are the strongest urges known to humankind? (Yes, we will ignore non-hormonal urge of hunger among poor and urge for selfless sacrifices among legends because only ‘Sangh Pariwar’ hypes about them!)

Inspiration from Karl Marx was easy to borrow for these ‘hormonally oppressed’ ones because Kerala is among the rare endangered habitats where communism still survives on earth. The proletariat thus decided to stand up and launch a protest movement to claim their most fundamental rights.

Even a dog on the street also has the right to roam without clothes, or excrete as per will, or do ‘something more’ driven by hormones. Then who are some official and unofficial ‘moral policeman’ to prevent ‘humans’ – the most privileged creation of nature – from exercising the most innate right of every organism?

The rebels finally got an ‘apparition’ cause to fight for! That itself is a big achievement in a world where incentives to be a famed ‘rebel without cause’ is pretty high. After all, this is the era of innumerable 24 hours TV Channels hungry
for high TRP items, a brutally battered ex-ruling party desperate for revenge and potential of any post of yours to get viral to make you an overnight celebrity.

This cause of standing for ‘fundamental (hormonal) rights’ was truly destined for success. They were rebelling for those urges that drive billions of dollars of revenue for companies. Right from deodorant ads to cheer-leaders in IPL, the popularity index of the cause is well obvious. If I were a profit-seeking TV Channel or Newspaper editor, I would see immense TRP in covering this cause. We are so eagerly yearning for some fresh news-masala as there is enough of ‘Modi Modi’ for more than a year now. And no one takes Kejriwal seriously or Shehzaade jokingly anymore.

SEARCH FOR ENEMY BEGINS

The next step was a big challenge. Whom do we rebel against? This is where the real dark humour began. Since the protest was triggered by those who lost deposits in recent elections, they decided to target the Prime Minister of the new party in power. And since the new Prime Minister is proud of his roots in Sangh Pariwar, the choice of the enemy became simple. The ‘revolutionaries’ declared that Sangh Pariwar is the real culprit.

It didn’t matter that Sangh Pariwar has negligible political clout in Kerala. It also did not matter that real ‘culprits’, if at all, were Kerala Police who took a clear stand against allowing same privileges to humans that even dogs have. It
also does not matter that none of the protestors even know what comprises Sangh Pariwar.

Who cares! For them, everyone who respects Indian culture is proud to be Hindu, considers Ram to be a role model and Babur to be an invading terrorist is Sangh Pariwar or Saffron Terrorist or a Moral Policeman or a Gunda.

So they decided to launch an all-India protest against this Sangh Pariwar. They protested in front of RSS Headquarters in Delhi and host of other places. They booed the Prime Minister for his RSS roots. They presented a picture that there is a Sangh Pariwar comprising a variety of organizations led by RSS who want to unleash a reign of terror in name of moral policing. These medievalistic RSS goons are the cause of all the tortures and rapes and gender-abuse and violation of human rights that happen in India. These are the real threats to the progress of India and freedom of individuals in the country.

This is where we stand today. Rebels have identified the cause and created the enemy. The fight has begun. The desperate ones are finally getting an opportunity that they were deprived of for long. To give a ‘Kiss of Death’ to Sangh Pariwar ‘terrorists’! And satisfy hormonal urge in the process.

The protests continue.

The debates and arguments and fights between the ‘Kiss Lovers’ and ‘Sangh Lovers’ intensify.
The dark humour goes on.

But hereafter humour gets lesser and lesser. Darkness gets deeper and deeper.

And when one reviews this pseudo-rebellion in context of the bigger picture of challenges we face as a nation and humanity today, ‘dark humour’ turns out to be an extremely ‘cruel irony’.

*Kiss of Love is trampling the Call of Duty.*

Let me make very clear. I am no way in favour of or against any moral policing. I simply don’t care what one does or does not do in public or private. I don’t have the spare time to analyze what others are doing and pass judgment on the same. *I am too busy justifying my own existence.* The probability of having born as a human and an Indian is next to zero in this vast universe. So I better focus fully on making the best of the rare opportunity I have got!

I am neither in favour of nor against *‘Kiss of Love’ or ‘Discharge of Urge’* or anything else that people should or should not do in public. I simply don’t care.

But yes, I do care about my nation and humanity. I care about them more than anything else. And hence I do feel compelled to express my anguish at this *colossal waste of youthful energy in an irrationally conceived misguided pseudo-rebellion against a non-existent enemy*, especially when the imminent need of an hour is to stand against the
real dangerous enemy troubling my country and planet.

Let me add details to explain out why this movement is painfully irrational and colossal waste.

THE FAKE ENEMY

The enemy identified is Sangh Pariwar. I have had close associations with Sangh Pariwar. The best I can say about Sangh Pariwar is that they are the victims rather than culprits.

Yes, Sangh Pariwar has a stand on this issue. It believes that human-rights and dog-rights need not necessarily be same. Dogs are not bound by duties, unlike humans. They have a different physiology and hence need not be equated with humans in matters of rights and duties. Yes, I fully concur with them. One may choose to agree or disagree with us, but we too possess the fundamental right to have their own opinion. And one must respect difference of opinion.

I have never seen Sangh Pariwar showcase any intention to forcibly push down their ideology down anyone’s throat. I never saw any statement issuing from Jhandewalan (RSS Headquarters) urging people to take law in hands to enforce the Sangh ideology. Yes, they write about it, speak about it as they do on many other issues. But since when did freedom of expression become a crime?

And why Sangh Pariwar? The overwhelming majority of Indians believe exactly in same principles that Sangh Pariwar believes in. That is why (thankfully) dogs and humans behave
dissimilarly on Indian streets in this aspect. One can, by all means, debate and argue whether majority is right or wrong on this issue. But it would be intolerant and foolish to term entire India a bunch of goons just because they follow a certain code of conduct which doesn’t comply with any kissers’ hormonal needs.

All that Sangh Pariwar is good in is peaceful humanitarian activities. The Sangh Pariwar mascot of today – Prime Minister Narendra Modi – initiates cleanliness drive in name of Mahatma Gandhi. They are among the first ones to offer voluntary service whenever any manmade or natural disaster hits the nation. They don’t even conduct any propaganda about themselves. I bet, 99% of ‘Sangh Haters’ don’t even know about 99% of activities of Sangh Pariwar. In my mind, Sangh Pariwar is the worst victim of prejudice in this nation. They silently do majority of humanitarian work in India today and yet painted as inhuman by kissers and spitters.

One may argue that some individuals alleging alliance to Sangh Pariwar indulge in vandalism. Hence Sangh Pariwar is to be blamed. This argument is the height of irrationality. The same individuals are also from Kerala (refer to vandalism that happened in Kerala), they are also males, they owe allegiance to India. Do we start protesting against all males in Kerala? Or against all Indians? You could protest against Sangh Pariwar if Sangh Pariwar officially endorsed any acts of vandalism. But on contrary Sangh Pariwar has always maintained that they believe in democratic ways and
do not support any vandalism. Why then create a fake enemy out of nowhere and start a match of shadow-boxing? Does it not amount to vandalism to go in front of the home of peaceful people and deliberately conduct acts which offend their sentiments? Why not simply respect difference of opinion? And what about a host of other organizations that concur with Sangh Pariwar on this issue? Why no protest against them?

If one has to protest, protest against the actual people who performed acts of vandalism. File police case against them. Pressurize police to search them out and take action. Stand against the government machinery if justice is not served. There are innumerable ways in the democracy to ensure justice without taking law in hand. Sangh Pariwar neither runs the government in Kerala nor has supported any act of vandalism. Then why create an enemy from nowhere?

Doing certain acts in public are prohibited as per Indian Penal Code. The Sangh Pariwar did not create the Penal Code. If one has to fight, fight against the law and its interpretation. Why bring Sangh into the picture!

The government in centre today has MPs from all walks of lives – including films and entertainment. If Sangh Pariwar was so fanatically against ‘Kiss of Love’, why would it allow the government to have such members? The reason is the foundation of Indian culture – that there would always be the difference in opinions among people. But that should not deter us to respect the differences and unite for a
common good cause. Sangh has its opinion on the subject. You have yours. I have mine. Argue, debate if you want to. But why carve a villain out of your opponent?

WHERE DOES IT END?

Just introspect, where would this madness end? Today there is a movement to allow kissing. Tomorrow the demonstrations would be to roam naked in public. Then perhaps demonstrate more intimate acts of passion in public. Then excrete and do innumerable other stupid things. What purpose does it solve? Where do you draw a line? Typically each society draws an unwritten line depending upon its social and cultural context. These automatically evolve from time to time. Our dressing has changed over years, our food has changed, our approach to life has changed – and no protest movement was ever needed. Are we so deprived of relevant issues or have solved all our other issues to completion that we now find such imaginary causes against non-existent enemies to keep ourselves busy? Or do we consider ourselves to be so useless and idle that we can think of nothing better to do?

THE INDIAN CULTURE ARGUMENT

The Sangh lovers and the overwhelming majority of Indians claim that public display of certain emotions is against Indian culture. The Kiss lovers counter-argue that Kamasutra forms the bedrock of Indian culture. When one can kiss and undress in the US and Europe, why not in India
whose culture lies in nudity and kissing and ‘something more’?

The debate gets as stupid as it can get when people who have not flipped a single page of Indian cultural heritage ever suddenly become ‘culture champions’ because they can’t resist the flow of hormones!

First of all, Kamasutra has never been considered a cultural or spiritual text ever in India. Before Francis Burton wrote a translation of Kamasutra in 1883, rarely anybody even knew of the existence of the book. Every other gurukul of India teaches Vedas and Upanishads. Every other Indian household has a copy of Ramayan. But I am yet to find Kamasutra being taught or kept, except in drawing rooms of ‘Kiss Lovers’! I hear chants of Ramayan, Hanuman Chalisa, Gita, Vishnu Sahsranam and hundreds of other texts. But I am yet to find anyone chanting Kamasutra in any household or temple of India. To claim Kamasutra to be the bedrock of Indian culture because it is written in Sanskrit is as foolish as claiming Ghalib’s poems to be the basis of Islam because it is written in Urdu or ‘Lady Chatterley’s Lovers’ as the foundation of Christianity because it is written in English!!

Secondly, India is India. It is neither US nor Europe nor Afghanistan. It has its own unique cultural ways driven by spiritualism. Respect them if you can. Indeed it is extremely precious and beneficial. But if you disagree, disagree respectfully.

Finally, Indian culture is not at all about assuming
whatever happened in past to be the foundation of Indian culture. Hundreds of people may have done hundreds of things in hundreds of situations and social contexts in past. They may have written texts, build idols or done anything else. We don’t even know the situations properly. Who cares whether they were right or wrong! Indian culture is not about justifying everything of past.

Indian culture is about being relevant to need of the hour. Gita is not about doing Hanuman Chalisa in the battlefield. Yes, take inspiration from Hanuman in morning. But when in the battlefield, it is about becoming an actual Hanuman to fight the terrorists because nation demands so. The need of an hour is to fight the real enemies. *To stand for those deprived urges which lead to lifelong subjugation, death and fear for millions.*

Keep your ‘Illustrated Kamasutra’ at your bedside in the night if you so desire. No one is keen to regulate your private life. But utilize your public life for constructive and meaningful causes. At least don’t be destructive. *If you have to indeed fight, stop shadow-boxing and fight the real enemy.*

There are stress-relieving punching toys available in the market. They say that, if you have a boss you hate, buy one such dummy toy and hit him hard whenever you are angry with your boss. Curse him, abuse him, do whatever you want. The toy would silently bear it all and relieve you of your stress hormones. But please realize that Sangh Pariwar and other lovers of Indian culture are humans – not toys.
Don’t punch them just because you are scared to hit out at the real enemies of freedom.

THE REAL ENEMY

There are extremely dangerous forces getting stronger and stronger in the present day who thrive on intolerance. *I would support any ‘Kiss of Love’ protest or something even more extreme if conducted against the real fanatics.* It would, however, be criminal to ignore the real culprits and beat up an innocent next-door just because he is harmless.

I list out the real big goons who go miles ahead of ‘Moral Policing’ and promise my full support to those who show the guts to hold ‘Kiss of Love’ protests against these. Ironically, even when the whole world knows that these forces form the real threats to freedom of expression, the ‘Kiss of Love’ protests have suspiciously been totally silent against these.

The Imam Syed Ahmed Bukhari of Jama Masjid, Delhi clearly stated that those women who do not wear the burqa are against Islam. He abused Shabana Azmi as ‘nachne gane wali aurat’ (a lowly woman who dances and sings) when she raised her voice against burqa (the face veil). The Imam had the chutzpah to invite Prime Minister of Pakistan for dastaarbandi ceremony but refused to invite the Prime Minister of India. The Imam also believes that those who do not follow Islam will go to Hell and idol-worshippers are greatest sinners. Needless to say, his views on ‘Kiss of Love’
are more fanatic and more damaging for crores of Muslim women than opinions of Sangh Pariwar. Why no protest in front of Jama Masjid?

Why not create a ‘Kiss of Love’ movement in Kashmir where the views on women liberation and freedom of expression is more appalling than any other state in the country? Additionally, a vast number of them are brainwashed to consider ‘Jai Hind’ as an abuse.

Why spare ISIS who openly enslaves and sells Kurdish and Yezidi women? They would not argue and simply behead you if you dare to demonstrate ‘Kiss of Love’.

In Saudi Arab and many other countries, if you hold the hand of a woman in public, you would be lashed to death. If you kiss, God only knows the hell that awaits you. Why no word of protest against them and so many in India who consider Saudi Arab to be the ideal state of the world.

Darul Uloom Deoband school of Islam needs greatest lessons in liberalism. It has issued fatwa forbidding women to even get into professions where they have to spend a split second alone with men. The views on divorce through SMS and hell for non-muslims better be not discussed. Why no ‘Kiss of Love’ protest in front of this centre of regressive hatred against women and non-Muslims?

Muslim Personal Law Board refuses to have even a single female member in its team. It gives free right to male to marry more than once without the consent of wife. It also
endorses triple talaq without obligation to pay for maintenance of wife. In name of religion, 15 crore Muslim women are subjugated and deprived of most basic rights of dignity. If a typical Muslim woman is seen as participating in ‘Kiss of Love’, she is destined to face worse than hell while on earth. Why no protest against the anti-woman Muslim Personal Law Board?

*The Aligarh Muslim University* recently ‘explained’ that it will not allow girls to enter the library because that would ‘attract’ more boys and cause ‘space crunch’!! *Should it not be the next ideal destination for ‘Kiss of Love’?*

I saw many Muslim young guys coming to participate enthusiastically in ‘Kiss of Love’ protests. *But Muslim women did not come out.* No single Muslim guy stated that he would work to encourage Muslim women also to get out of home to kiss in public. This itself shows that the ‘Kiss of Love’ protests are targeting the wrong enemies. *It is like scratching the nose because the back is itching. When asked why the reply was that the hand does not reach the back. So better scratch the nose!*

**THE REAL CAUSES TO FIGHT FOR**

The country has too many real causes to fight for. Humanity has much more. The real fight – for those inspired by right to freedom of expression – is against those fanatics who can kill, loot, rape, hate if you differ from them. They are ravaging the world today. Not far from India, ISIS has
set up its base and is indulging in brutalities that would make a Ghazni or Aurangzeb ashamed. They have clearly articulated India as their prime target. They have recruited several jihadis from here. *They are a blot in name of Islam, humanity and freedom of expression.* And they are rising. The so-called Muslim leadership including Personal Law Board, Imam Bukhari, Darul Uloom Deoband, a huge number of Bin Laden sympathizers, a vast number of anti-woman anti-Indian Kashmiri separatists, ISIS create an ideal breeding ground for fanaticism to thrive through their reign of fatwas and subjugation of women. By raising an artificial alarm of injustice, they prompt the less-intelligent and more-emotional youth to embark on the path of terror and hatred. *Let’s fight against them – united and together.* Let’s influence and strengthen the liberal Muslim minds trapped in this web of deceit, extremism, hatred and subjugation. And bring the true spirit of freedom of expression where it is most needed. Think of it – people are blasted away, shot dead or forced to live in veil forever because the fundamental rights are non-existent.

The liberal elements and women among Muslim world are today the worst victims of subjugations in name of religion or culture. The whole world is witnessing the scary outcomes of this rule of terror. The liberal Islam of APJ Abdul Kalam is under clutches of few fanatic elements of extremism and prejudices. They need our greatest support. This rise of mad elements in the Islamic world is ripping off happiness of both Muslims and non-Muslims. They
should be our first priority for any movement for freedom of expression.

India is home to largest number of hungry people in the world. More than 200 million people are food-insecure as per most conservative estimates. It is a matter of shame that when the most basic urge of any living being – hunger – is not satisfied for one out of every five people in this country, how can I even think of protesting for such fancy urges for which every other place is an opportunity. And if someone is so insensitive to the real needs of millions of my brothers and sisters, I too can’t spare any sensitivity to their hormonal turbulence. If you don’t consider all Indians as your family, I refuse to consider selfish people like you as part of my family. My brothers and sisters are dying because of hunger. Don’t be so selfish. Put your energies in securing them food and dignity. At least don’t mock their genuine urge for survival by wasting your talents in pursuit of the urge of hormones. Instead of ‘Kiss of Love’, focus on ‘Food for Hunger’ to fight the real urges that are killing our brothers, sisters and new-borns.

The world is changing and providing a land-mine of opportunities to transform India and make it lighthouse of the world once more. A lot needs to be done. We need to become more productive, create wealth through our intellect and efforts, bring transparency in system and processes, awaken the true spirit of Indian culture and unleash the legend within each of us. Think big, act bigger. Consider what would be that one big thing that you could do
to bring greatest benefits to most and greatest satisfaction to yourself that you justified the gift of life. **Indulge in pursuit of that BIG.** Rise above petty self. Rise up to fight for bigger and more worthy cause. This pursuit of big and bigger and even bigger is what would give true meaning to your life. Get away from the herd mentality that aims to trigger your hormones. *After all, you are not a dumb chemical reaction.* You are a human! You have intellect! What more, you have a most marvellous gift in form of wonderful Indian cultural heritage!! And since you are so special, you have a very special responsibility – to take India to an era of prosperity, success, justice and equality. And make the entire world prosper in the process.

Don’t waste a single moment on things that belittle your potential. **These silly ‘Kiss of Love’ or ‘Piss of Urge’ insult your potentials.** Don’t waste your precious time and energy in pettiness.

Choose the real causes to fight for. And real missions to commit to. If you have real guts and indeed want to stand for real things, join Agniveer. We will together bring real changes that bring real meaning to life.

Agniveer needs you. India needs you.

We salute the legend in you. And keenly await you as leader of the real mission.
Chapter 3

Liberal defends Yakub Menon

BACKGROUND

We bid tearful farewell Dr APJ Abdul Kalam – a role model for every patriot of the world. But even more disappointing was the glorification of the ‘traitor’ mentality against which Dr APJ stood till his last breath. These culprits of this glorification form a significant chunk of the Indian population. It includes even you and me who saw this insult passively and were busy next day reviewing the new film releases.

I am talking about the massive media coverage given to Yakub Memon who was hanged for his ‘glorious’ contribution in killing 257 innocents in 1993. I am talking about the massive funeral
procession that followed this terrorist to his grave. I am also talking about the ‘hero’ made out of this terrorist even after death as media continues to create propaganda from every silly detail of his life, i.e what he said on last day, what clothes he wore, when he woke up, which soap he used for bath and all other nonsense that could glorify the ‘traitor’ mentality.

But my loyalty lies with my nation and all innocents who continue to be killed due to soft-pedalling with rascals. My loyalty lies with the Missile Man - Dr APJ Abdul Kalam. My loyalty lies with ‘ruthless destruction of those forces that make a hero of ruthless fanatics’.

I am unambiguous in my belief. Anyone who attended the funeral of this terrorist is a potential terrorist. Anyone who glorified this terrorist is a potential threat to humanity. Agniveer has no mercy for such threats.

AGNIVEER SILENCES YAKUB LOVERS

(Warning: Keep Burnol with you while reading this if you happen to be a fake-liberal without logical or emotional reasons to love the country.)

YAKUB LOVER: Yakub was innocent. There wasn’t enough evidence against him. Intellectuals like Samudrika
Ghost have established it.

AGNIVIEER: So let’s shut down all session courts, High Courts and Supreme Court because a former BA- History undergraduate has delivered her judgement. Lack of evidence or is it lack of grey matter in someone’s head?

Interestingly these are the same people that call India a banana republic when illiterate Khaap Panchayats pass judgement on something without going through due process of law.

YAKUB LOVER: Yakub only retaliated against the demolition of Babri Masjid and killing of Muslims in 1993 riots.

AGNIVIEER: If retaliation is justified, then Indian Judiciary retaliated against the killing of 257 innocents. Don’t cry.

Didn’t Babu Bajrangi etc. retaliate against the burning of 58 Ram Sevaks in Godhra? Why get Diarrhea every time over post-Godhra riots?

Wasn’t Babri demolition the reaction of the demolition of Ram Mandir at the same site? So is Babri demolition justified? If yes, Yakub was a terrorist who killed innocents to oppose a justified action. If no, Yakub was a terrorist because killing innocents in name of retaliation is never justified. In both cases, he remains a terrorist.

YAKUB LOVER: Yakub killed people but he surrendered
and facilitated the investigation process.

AGNIVEER: This is great. So this is the recipe to kill innocents and then get saved. Start shooting people indiscriminately like Gurdaspur. When the cartridges get empty, surrender. And rest will be done by human rights activists. Logic is- *if you surrender, you should be saved.*

Dare to think of a man who raped your mother and is now assisting police in finding her because she is missing. Will you forgive him? No! Remember, Yakub cold-bloodedly orchestrated the blasts that killed 257 innocents and ruined their families forever. These were people like you and me. Their lives cannot come back.

YAKUB LOVER: Yakub was guilty but death punishment is wrong.

AGNIVEER: So if a terrorist comes to kill you, you must surrender because death punishment is wrong. *Killing the terrorist is wrong. But getting killed is right.* Allowing terrorist to kill my family is right. Encouraging future terrorists to kill my countrymen in future is right. Sending this global message is right: ‘We welcome all bombers and shooters of the world. Please come and kill us. If our security forces catch you, we will pay for your boarding, lodging & entertainment for rest of your lives. And if we feel you are getting bored, we will release you on humanitarian grounds. If they are unable to catch, then you can come again to kill us!’

Disband all armed forces that work on the principle of
punishing enemies by death. Let ISIS, Taliban, LeT and Jaish e Muhammad attack us. Fake-liberals will take care of them!

*If killing a killer is wrong, so is abusing the abuser.* So now I can hurl filthiest abuses at ‘fake-liberals’ and they should not yell back at me!

YAKUB LOVER: Yakub was hanged because he was a Muslim.

AGNIVEER: And Dr APJ Abdul Kalam was made President and given grand farewell because he was a Jew?

Interestingly, terrorists have no religion while committing terrorism but they develop religion like donkey’s horns as soon as they are jailed or convicted!

Now some facts: 72 Muslims have been hanged against 1342 Non-Muslims including Hindus in India till date which forms less than 5% of total executions.

- Of the 25 hanged in Delhi, only four were Muslims.
- Of the 103 hanged in Haryana, there was only one Muslim.
- Of the 39 hanged in Karnataka, only three were Muslims.
- Of the 78 convicts hanged in Madhya Pradesh, only five were Muslims.
- Of the 56 hanged in Maharashtra, there were only five Muslims.

- Of the 366 prisoners who went to the gallows in UP, only 45 were Muslims.

- Of the 32 convicts who were hanged in West Bengal, only seven were Muslims.

Now continue with the hollow victim card. Facts are straight.

YAKUB LOVER: Yakub was hanged but Sadhvi Pragya and Colonel Purohit were not. Hang them first.

AGNIVEER: Few minutes ago, death punishment was the worst thing to happen in the world. Now liberal’s Diarrhea! Hang Sadhvi Pragya. So the logic is: ‘Hang Sadhvi Pragya, save Yakub Memon!’ Another Logic is: ‘Hang accused, don’t hang convict!’ Hang Pragya Thakur no matter she is yet to be convicted!

Yakub’s case was in 1993. Pragya’s case happened in 2008. Again logic is: ‘Give Yakub 22 years to prove himself innocent. But don’t give Pragya Thakur even 7 years.’ Hang her to maintain Secular Fabric of India.

Logic is: ‘Courts should do what I say.’ After all, I am Sarpanch of this fiefdom called India.

And the latest news is that both Col Purohit and Sadhvi Pragya are out of jail as no Hindu terrorism was proved!
YAKUB LOVER: All people protect terrorists of their religion. Sikhs protected killer of Beant Singh.

AGNIVEER: *And mosquitoes bite us. So let dogs bite us?* Is this the point? Just because some nonsense happened, it becomes a justification for another nonsense?

Terrorists of other religions? What a Joke? Find out the following and come to me.

- Top 100 terrorist groups in the world.
- Top 100 terrorists of the world.
- Last 100 terror attacks on earth.
- Last 100 beheadings.
- Last 100 rapes in name of religions.
- Last 100 suicide attacks.

No other religious group is producing terrorists today *except one. Period!*

YAKUB LOVER: This is a ploy of Hindu fundamentalists to associate Islam with terrorism. All Muslims are not terrorists. All terrorists are not Muslims.

AGNIVEER: Yes, all Muslims are not terrorists. Muslims like APJ Abdul Kalam are, in fact, heroes. So are legends like Ashfaqullah Khan and Abdul Hamid. But these are the facts:
No Muslim organization or Islamic expert even takes the name of these patriots. They don’t even consider them as Muslims. Muslim organizations did not even contribute to the maintenance of their memorials. Agniveer is the author of the most popular web-page on Ashfaqullah Khan!

When APJ Abdul Kalam died, every Hindu wept. So-called right Hindu wings wept the most. But no Owaisi or Zakir Naik had any wet eyes. They did not even issue a statement of condolence.

The funeral of APJ Abdul Kalam was flooded with so-called Hindu fundamentalists. The funeral of Yakub Memon was flooded with ‘peace-lovers’.

Islamism is the exclusive source of entire religious terrorism of today. And religious terrorism is the exclusive source of entire terrorism today. This has remained the case since suspicious death of Prophet.

No one can deny that there is a lethal fanatic terror force within the Islamic world that continues to nurture and get stronger. It is scary that such terror forces get such hero’s funeral and real heroes like APJ Abdul Kalam remain completely ignored.

YAKUB LOVER: Bal Thackeray was a mass-murderer. He was given state honour in the funeral. Yakub was buried where dogs used to shit.

AGNIVEER: Again Kangaroo-court’s decision. Which
court said Bal Thackeray was a mass-murderer? Is it the journalist’s Khaap Panchayat? Where is the proof? Why haven’t you moved to court?

Thackeray’s stand against fanatic elements will always be remembered by patriots. That is why the state gave him the honour. And Yakub was buried alongside dogs. It is his Karma. Live with it.

I have used harsh words – almost on verge of being abusive. But this alone is the right thing to do with those who are so shameless to make a mockery of the death of 257 innocents by making him a ‘hero’. This is the right way to deal with the greatest threat we face today.

July 30, 2015, the day Yakub Memon was hanged, highlights a huge threat for future of nation and humanity. More dangerous than attacks by invaders like Ghori, Ghazni and Babur. More dangerous than even partition of India under threat of direct action by ‘peace-lovers’. It is more dangerous because now we are glorifying our enemies. We are making a hero out of those rascals that killed our brothers and sisters.

ISIS, cross-border terror, Boko Haram continue to rise rapidly. All Islamic terror groups have clearly put India as their ultimate agenda because they believe that doors of Heaven will open only after India is conquered and idol-worshippers are destroyed.

So far, while these terrorists continued to attack Hindustan
for last 1000 years, there were also forces that would fight against these rascals. Sometimes as Pratap, sometimes as Shivaji, sometimes as Guru Gobind Ji and countless many.

But now we are offering milk to snakes like Yakub. We are now totally unprepared to face the even graver threats that loom upon us.

Liberals cite Supreme Court judgment to defend our ‘fundamental right’ to watch porn and clog the drains. But we question the same Supreme Court and judicial system for meting justice to a terrorist.

Agniveer is committed to living the legacy of missile-man by being a nemesis of terror and terror-sympathizers.
Chapter 4
Liberal justifies murder of Gorakshak

BACKGROUND

Prashant Poojary, a member of Bajrang Dal and cow protection activist, was stabbed with blades by six Jihadis in Moodabidri, Karnataka.

A journalist writes the open letter ‘Why Bajrang Dal activist Prashant Poojary’s murder can’t be compared to the Dadri beef lynching.’ His wife, another journalist, also wrote an almost similar article with similar language.

AGNIVEER’S RESPONSE HIS OPEN LETTER

Who is comparing the two? All people want is similar anger, zeal and promptness in media lament in Bajrang Dal Activist’s murder by Jihadi groups as was seen in Dadri
incident. You fail to explain why you act like a black-cat in Dadri but a *pussycat* in Moodbidri.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: The pseudo-patriots are at it again.

AGNIVEER: You are nobody to issue a certificate of patriotism to anybody. You are a journalist with BA degree. *Not a judge.* Don’t make us believe that even that BA degree is fake.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Having behaved disgracefully after the Dadri murder – witness the statements made by leaders that either played down the incident or deliberately stoked hatred – they have now found their voice again.

AGNIVEER: Talking about grace? Weren’t you the one who tried to exhibit Sunny Deol type machismo on streets of New York when you started pushing/slapping people during Modi’s visit? It is a different matter though that you ended up beaten black and blue, left, right and centre like a petty thief.

And playing down? You raked up the Dadri tragedy to ignite communal fanaticism. You cooked up the story of Muslim persecution out of a stray incident in a remote village and started blaming all 100 crores plus Indians who worship cow as mother. And now when that has led to the brutal murder of another innocent by goons emboldened by your coverage, you are writing this letter to explain why you played down this tragedy.
LIBERAL JOURNALIST: The killing of a Bajrang Dal activist in Moodbidri in Karnataka on Tuesday has sparked off the charge of selective outrage once again: why hasn’t the media covered Moodbidri with the same intensity as Dadri, we are asked. Well, I’ll tell you why.

AGNIVEER: So you concede Moodbidri was ignored and charges of selective outrage against people like you are true! The only thing you will do now is to justify your selective outrage.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: To begin with, any killing is condemnable. But…

AGNIVEER: How is this different from ‘saffron’ brigade’s take on Dadri that ‘any killing is wrong ‘but’ cow is our mother and its butcher was sinner’?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: When we seek to compare two instances without even bothering to examine the political context, we are entering dangerous territory.

AGNIVEER: Why must one bother to examine political context when neither Bajrang Dal nor Dadri mob nor Moodbidri mob was political? And if it was ‘political’, does it not make it even more dangerous – now not just lives, but democracy is at stake as well.

Even if I examine the political context, does this make one incident less severe than the other? Or you mean to say that political context dilutes the gravity of any crime?
Did you ever say that since Godhra train burning by Muslim mob triggered 2002 riots, the reactionary riots must not be called genocide but be examined within a religious context? You get a high whining about post-Godhra riots every single day but you get comatose when someone mentions Godhra train burning.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Prashant Poojary was a Bajrang Dal activist in Moodbidri. The Bajrang Dal has self-admittedly used violence as a weapon against minorities (don’t believe me, meet Babu Bajrangi in Gujarat or listen to him in a Tehelka expose).

AGNIVEER: If Prashant Poojary was a Bajrang Dal activist, how does this make him worthy of getting killed?

Why are you acting like Khaap Panchayats or Kangaroo Courts on Bajrang Dal? Or are you funded by Jihadi groups who stone victims after issuing Sharia judgment on the roadside? If Bajrang Dal is a terrorist group, go to the court, give evidence and get it banned. But you choose to do a worst possible thing- moral policing. Interestingly, it is people like you who accuse groups like Bajrang Dal of moral policing!

And how does an act of one person become the justification of killing of another man from the same organization? If a journalist misbehaved with Americans in New York, abused them, called them a-hole, pushed them and got slapped in return, would it be justified if someone slaps the wife of journalist and member of his media family citing media context (just like you used political context)?
Interestingly, you never told people that since Akhlaq of Dadri belonged to the same community that produces ISIS, Al Qaeda, Laden, Hafiz Saeed, Lashkar, Jaish etc that self-admittedly behead and rape people in name of God, his killing must be seen from another context and it is not as severe as killing of a normal human. Why?

Minorities? Or pseudo-minorities? Dude, we are in 2018 and not 1947 when Muslims were 7% in fragmented India. The community is now 20% of total population of India, majority (above 50%) in 19 districts, fairly dominant (above 20%) in 86 districts. Have you ever heard a news like this- ‘10 people from minority Hindu/Sikh/Christian/Jew groups raped/killed a man of the majority community in Pakistan or Bangladesh or Saudi Arabia’ or any other Islamic country in this world? No. Minority that constitutes the majority of criminals in jails is certainly not at all a suppressed minority as foolishly claimed by people like you. It only implies that media persons like you are strengthening the criminal and terrorist elements in a dominant community of India. And in the process, bringing a bad name to the peaceful elements in the community.

Babu Bajrangi was an individual who is in life imprisonment. How can his statement be considered the official voice of Bajrang Dal? Manu Sharma was a Congress leader. Does it mean Congress ‘self-admittedly’ killed Jessica Lal? Varun Tejpal was a media person with views similar to this journalist on Bajrang Dal, Gujarat riots, and saffron groups. So by your logic (and in your own words), Hindu-
hating media persons use sexual assault as a weapon against women. (don't believe me, meet Varun Tejpal in Goa or listen to a complaint lodged against him.)

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Poojary has been allegedly involved in cases of intimidation and violence in the region. He was fighting the ‘beef Mafia’ as part of the anti-cow slaughter agitation.

AGNIVEER: Allegedly? Look at your third class mindset. Mudslinging against someone who is no more alive to defend himself! Do you have any evidence? You do not even have sentiments for a dead person and continue to spit your allegations. This is no different from Islamic fundamentalists who have issued a Fatwa that Muslims must not say ‘May Allah show his mercy’ for a dead non-Muslim. They use the word ‘Kafir’ for dead non-Muslims which means criminal. You are speaking the same hatred in English.

You might be the judge and the prosecutor in the Kangaroo court of your imagination but this world doesn’t take you seriously.

- You were ‘allegedly’ found in objectionably compromising position with someone (other than wife) in an ATM booth some years ago.

- You have ‘allegedly’ bought bungalow worth Rs50 Crore which is difficult for any other Journalist with BA degree.
• You have ‘allegedly’ obtained funds from sources that all fund terrorist groups.

• You have ‘allegedly’ supported terrorists during 26/11 by providing detailed live coverage to terrorists inside Taj.

• You have ‘allegedly’ grown a donkey-tail on your back. So you must be punished for that, no?

• Your recipe of making any unproven charges by using the word ‘allegedly’ can have more side-effects for you than those on whom you direct these.

Cow-slaughter is a criminal offence in Karnataka. So if Prashant was running an anti-cow slaughter campaign, what’s wrong with that? In fact, he was a Braveheart who was working against criminals and helping the state. Why is this justification of his murder? Just because you are an ‘alleged’ criminal-mind who is ‘allegedly’ handiwork of Jihadi criminals, whose wife ‘allegedly’ openly states, ‘I ate beef, it was tasty’ just to ‘allegedly’ incite violence and encourage people to break laws doesn’t mean you can start killing people who follow law. You and your family must keep your ‘alleged’ fetish for killing innocents in check.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: He didn’t deserve to die under any circumstance but..

AGNIVEER: This but is coming again and again. It is like saying Indian journalist didn’t deserve to get slapped
in the US in any circumstance but whatever happened was not that bad.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: … there is a political context to his death as there would be in Bengal when Trinamool workers clash with cadres of the Communist Party of India (Marxist).

AGNIVEER: A man is killed. Now you go to his relatives and tell them that his death happened because of some political context. Imagine someone comes to you and says- you were beaten by Lakhani Chappal and not by Bata Chappal. So there is Lakhani context to your thrashing in the US. Does this make you feel better? Doesn’t the bottom-line remain that you were beaten?

So when Trinamool and Communist Party of India (CPI) fight, do the courts give a reward to one and punishment to other? Or do courts give lesser punishments to one group and harsher to other? What is the point exactly?

Is it that since you are a proud comrade (perhaps that’s why Trinamool workers clash with CPI and not vice versa!), you want courts to consider political context in favour of CPI?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Poojary was part of a political war between the Bajrang Dal and minority group outfits, some of them with criminal links. Can his killing be compared to Mohammed Akhlaq, an innocent householder whose only crime was that he was the victim of a rumour
that he had stored beef and belonged to a particular religion? Naturally, the outrage over a hate crime will be and must be greater in his case.

AGNIVEER: Is Bajrang Dal a political party? Are those Muslim outfits that killed Prashant political parties? NO. Then why repeatedly calling their war political?

Readers will now understand why! Because the journalist wants to establish that Prashant was killed in a political war which had nothing to do with religion or religious hate. Thus, it was not a Hindu killed by a group of fanatic Muslims but a political worker killed by workers of another political party just like Trinamool vs CPI which is normal and acceptable. But on the other hand, Dadri was a hate crime committed against a Muslim by majority Hindu mob. It serves two purposes.

- Showing Hindus as oppressor majority
- and Muslims as an oppressed minority with no rights in India.

Accusing Hindus of hating Muslims (because according to a liberal journalist, a mob in Dadri was a Hindu mob and ‘Hindu mob’ of 4 people represents the mentality of the majority of Hindus) and creating terror in Muslims’ hearts so that relevance of the likes of Sardesias remains in the society.

But you are exposed now.
LIBERAL JOURNALIST: I will concede that Dadri is closer to most so-called national TV studios, and if it had happened at a distant spot, it might have attracted lesser attention.

AGNIVEER: So what about the case of forceful sex-slavery of two poor Nepali Hindu women by a Saudi diplomat and his friends few years ago? The Saudi Embassy and Gurgaon residence of the diplomat are both quicker to reach from your TV studio than Dadri.

Do you want to blame it on traffic jams in Delhi? Is it that it would have risks and undocumented losses that you cannot afford to bear? Or is it just a general hobby of enjoying bashing of Hindus?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: It’s a classic case of ‘my Moodbidri versus your Dadri’ as it has been of 1984 versus 2002 riots.

AGNIVEER: How many times have you cornered Congress leaders and Bhindranwale gang responsible for 1984 riots? How many times have you cornered conspirators of Godhra train burning? *Your classic case of ‘my Post-Godhra versus your Godhra’ too seems never-ending.*

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: When no other excuse remains, the so-called liberal media is accused of being anti-Hindu.

AGNIVEER: There is a reason why liberal media (so-called as per you) is accused of being anti-Hindu.
• You questioned the existence of Ram. You never had guts to question the existence of Muhammad.

• You opposed beef-ban.

• You happily covered beef parties of JNU as a protest against beef-ban.

• Your wife happily tweeted- ‘I ate beef, it was tasty’.

• You freely discussed rights of a beef-eating Hindu. But you could never discuss rights of a cartoonist Muslim to draw Muhammad’s cartoons.

• You could never cover ‘Draw Prophet’s Cartoons’ events.

• Your wife never tweeted- ‘I just drew Muhammad, it was so handsome’.

All your free speech is for Hindu gods and beliefs. But when it comes to Islamic heroes and beliefs, your free speech gets stuck in your constipated stomach. Are you ‘allegedly’ funded by Jihadis or simply scared to death to take any panga with them?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: This ludicrous persecution complex of those pseudo-patriot Hindus who call themselves nationalists must end.

AGNIVEER: I am a proud Hindu. I am nationalist. I love India. I respect all religions and hate fanatic cults. Anybody whose God considers me His/Her child irrespective of my
faith is good. *Anybody whose God will burn me in hell for my beliefs is a demon*. Shivaji is my hero. APJ Abdul Kalam is my hero. Abdul Hamid is my hero. I am patriot Hindu. This is what I believe.

You have no business calling me names neither should you be lecturing what I should end. I told you why people like you are anti-Hindu. Hate me. I am not going to change. Live with it.

This ridiculous fear-cum-greed complex of those pseudo-liberal media persons who call themselves intellectuals must end.

**LIBERAL JOURNALIST:** Their spurious nationalism is based on hatred of the Mussalman and little else: it is an excuse to build a majoritarian India just as Islamic groups seek to use jihadi terror as a weapon of religious domination.

**AGNIVEER:** Your spurious journalism is based on ignorance, low IQ, fear of Jihadis, ‘alleged’ funding from terror-groups, and hatred of Hindus. You just want to equate the most dangerous Jihadi network that is banned worldwide to Hindu groups that operate with no charges of terrorism whatsoever.

**LIBERAL JOURNALIST:** The Bajrang Dal believes in violence as a response to the threat posed by minorities.

**AGNIVEER:** How? Who told you this? Are you dreaming? Any proofs? If Babu Bajrangi is the proof of
Bajrang Dal’s violence then your street-fight with NRIs in the USA would be the proof of entire media being hooligan and rabid. Varun Tejpal’s sexual assault would be proof of entire media industry indulging in sexual-harassment of junior women.

Remember the live telecast of police and SPG actions during Mumbai attacks in 2008? You were the anchor for the entire program in a news channel which was most crucial help provided to terrorists. Your live telecast enabled terrorists to track all movements against them and inflict maximum casualty on innocents. By your logic, you (and media persons like you) believe (and act) to support terrorists in their terror attacks by all possible means.

The ruckus created by you and your wife over beef caused communal disharmony by instigating religious sentiments. So it means you, your wife and other media persons like you believe in flaring communal hatred to cause killings and riots.

Do you have any words for those pseudo-minorities? How many open letters have you written for those pseudo-minorities that pose threat to the nation?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: How different is it then from Islamic groups that espouse terror as an act of revenge? And are we now going to make cow slaughter the latest weapon in a campaign of terror against minorities as Pakistan does with blasphemy laws against their minorities?
AGNIVEER: Again very cleverly you played your tricks! You want to establish that Islamic groups spread terror as a reaction to something wrong done previously to them! How long will you keep misleading the world? Why did terrorists like Qasim, Ghor, Ghazni, Babur, Abdali etc. attack India? Why did they behead in millions and raped every woman they came across? Why did Jinnah and his goons murder India in 1947? Why did Qasab attack Mumbai? Why did Bin Laden want to destroy India? Why do all Islamists want to do Ghazwa e Hind (conquest of India)? Out of some reaction? Did Indians harm them ever?

And if Jihadis are preparing for an all-out war- Ghazwa against India, Shivaji and Rana Pratap are bound to come. Don’t cry.

If beef is banned by law, its eaters would be punished by law. India is not Pakistan. By the way, I am yet to see a vocal opposition to idea, ideology and philosophy behind Pakistan from you. Do it if you have guts.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: The only real answer then is to keep the law above the Hindu-Muslim identity question and focus on citizenship.

AGNIVEER: So when are you writing an open letter to Muslims of India to shun their Personal (Sharia) Law that suppresses women under barbaric polygamy, triple Talaq and Halala laws? When are you demanding Government of India to bring Uniform Civil Code?
LIBERAL JOURNALIST: The killers of Akhlaq and Poojary must receive the severest possible punishment under the law. Nothing else matters.

AGNIVEER: Nothing else matters? Isn’t it like analysing both Lakhani chappals and Bata shoes thrashing of yours in the US for hours and then at the end saying- both are footwear, nothing else matters! Why does it not matter that you refuse to give coverage to one murder but make another the prime lament for days on your channel? When a final judgment is same for both, why not your anguish? Why does it not matter that your irresponsible media coverage emboldened the terrorist elements to kill Poojary? They ‘allegedly’ knew that even if they kill, you will support them by keeping silent and writing silly open letters. And blame the victim instead of killers.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: This isn’t about Dadri versus Moodbidri. It’s about creating a society that is tolerant and plural, but most importantly, respects the rule of law and treats all equally before it.

AGNIVEER: I have an idea! If you state the following points of truly liberal and equal merits in your next open letter, I will be siding with you and withdraw this closure!

I encourage beef-parties. I will encourage cartoon parties too.

I will spearhead the movement for removing the ban on Satanic Verses, Lajja, The True Furqan, and Rangila Rasool,
just as I bark so much against a ban on beef.

If I am sensible enough to not organize or cover cartoon parties as it hurts minority sentiments, I will stay away from encouraging or covering beef/pro-beef discussions.

Hindus and Muslims are equal. Women and men are equal. No Hindu or Muslim man should be given right to marry 2/3/4 women at a time or divorce them unilaterally by simply saying Talaq Talaq Talaq.

If I can debate on Ram's existence and Ram Janma Bhoomi, I can also debate on Muhammad's existence and Muhammad's Janma Bhoomi. And I will.

As I am more concerned about religious hate than anything else, I will cover stories of Kashmiri Hindu and Sikhs, Pakistani Hindu, Sikh, Christian and Ahmadi and Saudi Non-Muslims also.

I will ask world community that while Muslims in India (officially) increased from 9% to 15% from 1961 to 2011, Hindus in Pakistan decreased from 19% to 1%. I will start taking up real minority rights issues involving ethnic cleansing.

Just like I hate Babu Bajrangi, his Bajrang Dal, their literature and role models, I will hate ISIS, Al Qaeda, Lashkar e Taiba, Jaish e Muhammad, their literature and their role models and expose them in public.

I love equality. I will organize a book burning events for
those books that contain hatred for non-believers. At least I will criticize the books that have hell and separate laws for people of other faiths.

All religions need reforms. And I will expose them in the proportion of their impact on the world. More violence/rapes/bomb blasts/beheadings in name of a religion more will be my criticism.

I will not do moral-policing in future. Either I will go to court against someone with evidence or will keep mum. I will never abuse someone who gave his life-fighting criminals.

Have Guts?

With this, we close the discussion.
Chapter 5
Liberal has crush for Peaceful Zombies

BACKGROUND

An alleged pervert who allegedly happened to be a minister in UP government allegedly called Hindu leaders homosexuals. This person has never been in news for a good reason. Earlier he had made headlines when he allegedly called Bharat Mata a ‘Daayan (witch)’ and a rape-victim ‘publicity-seeker’.

Majority of followers of the religion of peace, as always, kept silent on insult of Hindu leaders. Many enjoyed it. Many liberals argued what is so offensive about being ‘homosexual’. The gay-rights activist in them came in full bloom.
Then came Tiwari, a leader of a Hindu organisation. He replied the minister and allegedly made similar remarks for Prophet Mohammad (PBUHSAW). Since then, lakhs of terrorists have given death threats to Tiwari. Daily bounties on his head started breaking records of the previous day. Slogans and placards like- ‘Gustakh e Rasul ki ek hi saza, Sir tan se juda’ (only punishment for the insult of Muhammad is the chopped head) would be seen and heard in rallies whose size got bigger and bigger day by day. Processions in almost all cities of India were being held. The sight of thousands of skullcaps and bearded men shouting Allahu Akbar was scaring kids and women in cities. But who cares? All Jihadis wanted was to behead Tiwari.

**ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION**

In this situation when crores of zombies are against one man, every humanist should have announced full support to Tiwari on the matter. Support, not for his statements but, for his right to make those in a free democracy where

- PK is a super-hit,

- Leader of a political party openly calls mother of Lord Ram characterless, Hindu gods ‘Manhus’ (bad omen) and asks Police to step aside for 15 minutes to kill all 100 crore Hindus,

- Beef-parties are organized because Hindus consider
cow as mother.

Why not demand their death before dreaming of beheading Tiwari?

Forget beheading. Slightest attempt to harm Tiwari or anyone for mere statements should have been repaid in same currency with interest as per law. Because interest is not haram in Indian law. Logic for logic. Sword for knife. Fire for spark. Cannon for bullet. Both eyes for an eyelid, and entire jaw for a tooth. This is what Pratap and Shivaji taught Indians. But we are in liberal India!

AGNIVEER SILENCES JIHADI ZOMBIE

JIHADI ZOMBIE: Behead Tiwari.

AGNIVEER: This is not 1675 when you zombies beheaded our revered Guru Tegh Bahadur. This is 2018.

JIHADI ZOMBIE: It’s in accordance with our religious law.

AGNIVEER: Keep your Saria-Cement law in your sack. India is not the Arabian Desert. You have problems, go to courts.

JIHADI ZOMBIE: But it’s our Akeeda/tradition to behead someone who insults the prophet.

AGNIVEER: And every Tiwari/Charlie Hebdo is a prophet of every humanist if Jihadis keep threatening them. Now, if you dare touch Tiwari or say bad about him,
humanists too will be forced to retaliate. It is our Akeeda/tradition to thrash those who want to behead our prophets.

JIHADI ZOMBIE: Show me your book which says Tiwari is your prophet. I can show my book which says Muhammad is our prophet.

AGNIVEER: This book is the proof. If it’s not enough, your book too is not enough. Show us video recording in which Muhammad said that he is the prophet and you must behead those who insult him.

JIHADI ZOMBIE: No. Book is the best evidence. Video is blasphemy.

AGNIVEER: You can’t set the rules of the game always. For me, the book is blasphemy, only video recording is proof. I can see a video of Tiwari but not Muhammad. So Tiwari is a true prophet. Don’t touch him.

JIHADI ZOMBIE: The minister (who insulted Hindu leaders) is one man. If he insulted your religion, then Tiwari should have responded to him alone. Why did he insult prophet in open?

AGNIVEER: Tiwari is one man. If he insulted your prophet, then take him to court. Why scaring lakhs of women and kids with your scary faces on streets?

Whatever he said, it was in response to the minister as is evident from his letter. Response means- IF you mean this THEN I say this. Or if you call me a pig, I will call you
swine. It’s between those two. Why are you unnecessarily poking your nose?

If the minister insulted Hindu leaders and prophet himself insulted the rest, Tiwari can’t be blamed for his words.

JIHADI ZOMBIE: Our prophet never insulted others’ gods/prophets. Tiwari did it.

AGNIVEER: I have read all major translations of Quran in Hindi and English. I have checked with my friends who have read translations in 30 plus other languages. As per all of these translations, Quran 98/6 calls idolaters/polytheists as ‘worst of creatures’.

I have read views of all known preachers of Quran. They all agree on one point. ‘An idol-worshipper (Hindu) will burn in Hell forever because idol-worship is worst crime.’ It does not matter what good deeds he has done. It does not even matter if he died saving a Muslim. Unless he quits idol-worship, he is worst of creatures and will burn in hell. Unless he accepts Muhammad as the final prophet, he will be dumped in the fire of hell.

According to all these preachers and translations of Quran, my mother who is both an idolater and a polytheist is worse than dogs and pigs. All my gods like Ram and Krishna are supposed to be idolaters. All my freedom fighters are Kafirs. All my saints are idol-worshippers. They all are ‘worst of creatures’.
I don’t know what is actually written in actual Quran because I have no video recording nor prophet ever explained to me in dreams or reality. But this abuse and hatred against idol-worshippers (Hindus) – my father, my mother, my gods – is what all teachers and translations I have come across present as Quran or message of the prophet.

If this is the version of Quran that dominated the market for last 1000 years and still continues today, let me know who should one behead? One who sent such a book or one who received such a book or one who believes in such a book or one who preaches such a book?

If your emotions got hurt with this, know that mine got hurt a thousand times more because the prophet is just a messenger for you. You don’t even know if he actually said that one should hate idol-worshippers (Hindus). But my mother, Ram and Krishna are God for me whom I worship. So don’t you dare touch my new prophet, Tiwari.

If you indeed want the head of Tiwari, first hold rallies to ban all those translations of Quran that abuse, hate and call for violence against idol-worshippers (Hindus) and portray prophet as a fanatic. And confront all those preachers who propagate this hatred against idol-worshippers.

AGNIVEER SILENCES FAKE (FEKU) LIBERAL JOURNALIST

LIBERAL: Error 404 not found. Liberal maintains a safe distance from risky matters, he can only boast on beef, Kiss
of love, porn etc.

Oh wait, liberal is here.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Stop offending Muslims. When you know they are sensitive to Muhammad, why hurt their feelings?

AGNIVEER: We never offended anyone. What a Muslim, Hindu, Christian, Jew, Atheist believes is their prerogative and not our concern. But we do get offended when zombies hold rallies of lakhs demanding the head of Kalpesh instead of approaching the court. We do get offended when MF Hussain and PK’s ridicule of Hindu gods is considered freedom of speech, but Kalpesh’s views or Hebdo’s cartoons result in the rise of zombies and medical leaves of fake liberals.

Offend? Remember when Hindu groups protested against porn? What did you say? You quoted scriptures after scriptures to prove that India was a porn hub of past. You quoted Kamasutra as if it is the religious text of Hindus. You never thought of religious feelings then. You kept mocking Hindus calling them Sanskari/Adarsh Baalak.

You explained benefits and necessity of porn in a civilized society. Why spare ‘religion of peace’ from necessary benefits of porn? You must be the first ones to provide scriptural evidence of porn dessert from the desert. Why differentiate between sentiments of Hindus and Muslims?

When Hindu groups protested against the revocation
of article 377 (which criminalises sexual activities ‘against the order of nature’), you showed homosexuality from Vedas and Mahabharat using some weird translations and fantasies. Can’t you similarly find few verses from Quran now to support homosexuality? Why suddenly is a defence of homosexuality tearing under scare of zombies? If indeed you consider Quran as a noble text, and homosexuality as a matter of pride, why deny this pride to noble Quran? Why differential treatment for feelings of Hindus and Muslims on a matter where they align?

Why don’t you tell Muslims that homosexuality is no sin and being homosexual is just like being left-handed? Why don’t you tell Muslims that it is pure biology which you keep telling Hindu groups while ridiculing them? Why must it be offensive to call any prophet as homosexual as per your arguments? And if it is, why were you publishing imbecile research proving Ram, Hanuman and Krishna as homosexuals? Your dual standards are exposed.

You roamed from town to town organizing beef-parties despite knowing that cow is a mother to crores of Hindus. Weren’t you hurting sentiments then?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Don’t compare beef issue with the prophet. A cow can’t be anyone’s mother but Muhammad is a prophet.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: But you can’t blame entire minority community just because of a misguided fringe element.

AGNIVEER: Who blamed entire community? Where? When you were busy covering funeral procession of Yakub Memon, we were crying over the loss of APJ Abdul Kalam, our hero.

Minority or pseudo-minorities? We are in 2018 and not 1947 when Muslims were 7% in fragmented India. The community is now 20% of total population of India, majority (above 50%) in 19 districts, fairly dominant (above 20%) in 86 districts. Have you ever heard a news like this: ‘10 people from minority Hindu, Sikh, Christian, or Jew groups raped/killed a man of the majority community in Pakistan or Bangladesh or Saudi Arabia’ or any other Islamic country in this world? No. The minority that constitutes the majority of criminals in jails is certainly not at all a suppressed minority as foolishly claimed by people like you. It only implies that morons like you are strengthening the criminal and terrorist elements in a dominant community of India. And in the process, bringing a bad name to the peaceful elements in the community.

Now, let’s analyse this fringe element theory a bit.

There was the rally demanding the head of Tiwari a few days ago in the city of Muzaffarnagar (West UP), Shiv Chowk to be precise. Now consider,
• One Lakh people attended the rally.

• Total population of Muzaffarnagar city is 4 Lakh as per 2011 census.

• If 20% people in rally came from outside, 80,000 were from the city.

• Muslims are minority in India. Muslims are minority in Muzaffarnagar at 40% (still minorities as per fake liberal standards). So there are 1.6 Lakh Muslims in Muzaffarnagar city.

• Women do not attend Muslim rallies for some gender-equality reason. So all were males in Shiv Chowk that day.

• Number of Muslims from Muzaffarnagar city gathered in rally = 80,000.

• Number of Muslim males in Muzaffarnagar city (assuming males = females) = 80,000.

• Percentage of eligible Muslims attending the rally = 80,000/80,000 = 100%.

Is that what you call fringe?

Almost all Muslim men in the city were present in the rally that day! Now the only way you can prove this calculation wrong is by claiming Muzaffarnagar a Muslim majority city where Muslims are 60%. But in that case, they are no longer minority. *That means Indians are being kept in*
dark about the census and Muslims are in majority in many places. Whichever case is true, it’s a slap in your face.

Malda’s Kaliachak figures are even more interesting. 1.5 Lakh to 2.5 Lakh Muslims gathered to run riots against the minority Hindu community, the numbers are interesting

- Population of Kaliachak Community Development Block 1 = 392,517
- Population of Kaliachak Community Development Block 2 = 210,105
- Population of Kaliachak Community Development Block 3 = 359,071
- Total population of Kaliachak ~ 10 Lakh
- Muslim population ~ 5 Lakh (50% of total population)
- Male population ~ 2.5 Lakh
- Male population (above 15 and below 60) ~ 1.5 Lakh to 2 Lakh
- Percentage of eligible Muslims who attended as rioters in rally ~ 2.5 lakh /2 lakh > 100%

Riots happened in Kaliachak. But if it assumed that rioters gathered from nearby places, it is evident that almost whole male Muslim population (between 15-60 years) of Kaliachak and nearby places was actually rioting that day. And this also proves that census is under-reporting their
actual population.

If more than 100% of the official population is fringe, then what makes an isolated event in Dadri a mainstream example of intolerance?

Still not feeling shame, you moron?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: OK, I shouted so much against Hindu intolerance that I have a sore throat now. I have lost my voice.

AGNIVEER: *Reality is that bashing Hindus is a harmless hobby.* It is as exciting and daring as first-person shooting on PlayStation. There will be good sound-effects, 3D visualizations but no one will jump out of the screen like ‘The Ring’ movie to kill you. Announcing love of ‘religion of peace’ after every terror attack makes you a hero in your PlayStation gang of GI Joes. And since it now happens every other day, your brains are hard-wired to this heroism.

But you are not a fool to offend ‘peace-lovers’ and risk real death. *It takes real guts and true bladder control to stand for truth in real life without getting wet.* You are comfortably numb being a Toy Story.

Your voice is loud only when playing video games.

You would be gay-rights activists if a Hindu group opposes Article 377. But would consider homosexuality an abuse if someone links it with ‘religion of peace’.
You would conduct beef-parties even if it offends Hindus to kill their mother cow. But would desist from prophet-cartoon exhibitions because you fear being put in peace forever.

You would claim Karwa Chauth to be anti-woman but *Triple-Talaq* and polygamy as religious sentiments of peaceful people.

You would sing glories of nudity and condemn Hindus for subjugating women through dress code. But burqas that are medically proven to be the greatest cause of Vitamin D related diseases among women across the globe is fine with you. You will even conduct burqa marches to endorse them.

When an Akhlaq is murdered for unclear reasons, you consider it Hindu intolerance and shout on top of your voice. But the murder of Gorakshak Prashanth Poojary by those who openly declared it an act of religious revenge makes your throat go bad.

When a nun is raped in West Bengal, your voice is at peak because it is a sign of Hindu intolerance. But when the culprits are found to be Bangladeshis from ‘religion of peace’, you catch a cold.

When churches are stoned in Delhi, your throat becomes Bose Surround Sound speakers. When the culprits are found to be petty hooligans from Jamia, you get swine flu and are prohibited from using your voice box.
You start #proudtobleed and ‘expose’ Hindu intolerance against women. But your throat starts bleeding when you discover that in ‘religion of peace’.

Menstruating women are prohibited from prayers, reading Holy Book, visiting mosques, circling the Kaba. You fight for rights of menstruating women in temples but not in mosques. There is a prohibition on even entry of women in mosques without a close relative.

On every count where liberals bashed ‘Hindu intolerance’, peace-lovers are much graver offenders. But your bladder-controlled voice box goes out of service when you must deal with zombies. Fear is the key.

MESSAGE TO THOSE WHO SUPPORT ZOMBIES

Muslims like APJ Abdul Kalam, Abdul Hamid, and Ashfaq Ullah Khan are our heroes. If you are inspired by them, Agniveer salutes you. If you are not, then this is for you. If you did not weep when APJ died but were in the funeral procession of rascal Yakub Memon, then this is for you.

Time is tough. You have been brainwashed by Moulvis, hate literature and their translations. Look around. Every community is prospering except yours. Look at top scientists, engineers, industrialists, economists and professionals. How many Muslims do you see? Now, look at last 1000 bomb blasts in the world. How many Muslims do you see? That speaks all. You pray hell for Kafirs. **Kafirs are**
ruling the world. Can’t you see the contradiction? The only thing you use to console yourself is that afterlife belongs to you. But don’t you think someone who couldn’t compete in the normal world, how would he be eligible hereafter? Your heaven will be full of Jaahil zombies and hell will have all top-brains like Newton, Einstein, Ramanujan, CV Raman, APJ Abdul Kalam, and Abdus Salam.

You are taught to hate Hindus, India, Indian heroes, Indian culture, temples, idols and everything through your books and sermons. If invaders are your heroes, how can others love you? You are not sons of Babur or Ghori. You have Indian ancestry. You are the blood of Lion Maharana Pratap and not of that coward womanizer drug-addict Akbar. Religion is important but if you agreed to live in a secular state, know that nation is above religion. You keep the nation at the top, nation keeps you at the top. You keep nation second, nation treats you as a second-class citizen. It is pure logic, no rocket science. APJ, not Aurangzeb should be your idol. Be APJ, Indians worships you.

Lastly, if you are offended by someone’s remarks, courts are open. Go to courts and get the culprit punished. Bullying is not going to work. That only explains why all terrorists claim to be carrying the flag of ‘religion of peace’.

Trash all translations of Quran that call idol-worshippers (Hindus) as worst of creatures. Thrash all preachers who claim that non-Muslims will go to Hell. Keep religion your personal pursuit. Follow the Quran that opens gates of
heaven to idol-worshippers, atheists, Christians, and Jews. And gates of happiness and success will open for you.

**MESSAGE TO ADMIRERS OF APJ**

You must learn to defend yourself. No law in the world stops you from self-defence. Pledge that you will never touch someone innocent in action but will never get killed or defeated if others attack. If someone is there to kill you at your doorstep or is holding a gun on your head, waiting for police or army is foolish. *Learn to fight back. The rally of lakhs threatening one of you in your country is an insult to your existence.* You have been tolerating terrorism for last 1400 years. Say no more to it. Be strong and victorious. *Save India, save humanity.* Never kill but never get killed either. *Strength and unity is the key.*

And remember, unless you unite to defend every patriot, you will continue to create Pakistan, Bangladeshes, Kashmir. Show no mercy on a Ghori like Prithviraj Chauhan. Strengthen hands of APJ Abdul Kalam to bomb away the terror mindset. We are fighting a serious war against terror for 1300 years and it has become really serious in last few years. *Your passiveness will burn your home also along with rest of the world.* Show no soft corner for zombies. It only weakens the APJ and nourishes Baghdadis of ISIS.

Ignore the bellows of fake-liberals. They are coward rats who will get a sore throat and apply for medical leave at slightest risk. They appease the zombies because they are
scared of them. They will start appeasing you when they start getting scared of you.

The time for political correctness is over. Time for being APJ has long started.
Chapter 6

Aamir Khan is not feeling safe in India

BACKGROUND

Aamir Khan told the world that his wife is not feeling safe in India due to growing intolerance such as lynching of 2 men for cow. Agniveer responded with following-

TEN REASONS WHY AAMIR KHAN IS NOT FEELING SAFE IN INDIA

1. He has to wear heels while dancing w/ actresses. Normally it is reverse.

2. He wants to celebrate #CrackerlessDiwali but communal people ask him to celebrate #BloodlessEid. He can’t do latter as he doesn’t want #AamirlessEid.
3. He is superstar along with two other Khans. Akshay Kumar is at no four. Why is not a Muslim at four? This is the matter of concern. *Are we a Hindu Rashtra?*

4. After marrying *two Hindu women and producing three Muslim kids*, he is worried about freedom of choice a Muslim man has in Hindu India.

5. He is also worried about the situation if a Muslim man has Hindu wife and then he has an affair with Christian girl in UK with whom he has an alleged love-child, then what will be the religion of the love-child?

6. He is worried about people dialling wrong number in temples when they can go to Hajj like Aamir and dial correct number.

7. He is worried about indecent language used by AIBRoast, which hurt his sentiments. Why can’t people use Bose D K (vulgar song from a movie produced by him) several times instead which is perfectly decent, hain?

8. He is disturbed on why killing of thousands daily in the name of Islam is being connected with Islam. He is equally disturbed that why the killing of one man in Dadri is not being highlighted as intolerance of India.

9. After having alleged business links of his movie PK with ARY (Pakistan's Jihadi media house) group of Pakistan that openly airs shows threatening India of Ghazwa e Hind—the bloody conquest of India by Islamic forces, he is worried
that can one question his patriotism.

10. Interestingly his brother and father do not feel safe with him allegedly. Such a saint is now feeling unsafe in India.

OPEN LETTER TO AAMIR KHAN BY AN 8 YEARS OLD KID

Hello Aamir Uncle,

2 days ago, a mob of 1,00,000 (One Lakh) people with beard and skullcaps gathered near my house. I could see them through my window. They were shouting- Maar do, kaat do, jala do, Gustakh e Rasul ki Saza Sir tan se juda, kill Tiwari etc. (Kill him, cut him, burn him, there is only one punishment for commenting on Prophet – cut his head.)

Uncle Aamir, this was horrific. I couldn’t eat or sleep for two days. I do not feel safe going out since then. Please tell these people that Islam means peace and punishment of a statement can’t be ‘Sir tan se juda’ (cut the head from body). Tell them that if you can comment on Ram and Krishan Bhagavan in PK, others can comment on prophet.

Since you are a social activist, reformer, fighter of truth (Satyameva Jayate) and champion of tolerance, I am writing to you. Please save me. Please make these 1,00,000 goons who threatened me with their aggression and illegal acts on street in broad daylight apologies to me.

Waiting for you Aamir Uncle, counting days.
Chapter 7
Evolution of Liberalism

BEFORE INDEPENDENCE
‘Vande Mataram’ was slogan of freedom movement.

After Independence, in sequence:
Vande Mataram is soul of India (50’s)
Why should I sing Vande Mataram? (90’s)
Why should I even say Vande Mataram? (2000)
Why should I stand during National Anthem? (2015)
Why should I say Bharat Mata ki Jai? (2016)

CURRENTLY HAPPENING IN SOCIAL MEDIA
What is the problem if I support Pakistan instead of India? Why must I love India to live in India? What is the
big deal if someone shouts ‘Bharat tere tukde honge- India will break’?

**FUTURE HAPPENINGS IN SOCIAL MEDIA**

Why should I say ‘Jai Hind’? It is same as Bharat Mata ki Jai.

Indian Army is intolerant because it forces soldiers to shout ‘Jai Hind’ and ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’.

India offends its neighbours by saying ‘Jai Hind’.

Nation is a modern concept. Why must I believe in it?

Open borders of the nation.

Disband army that violates human rights and freedom of expression.

I am a free bird. Why must notion of the country be imposed on me?

Didn’t I say in 2016: ‘Bharat tere tukde honge (India will break) and Bharat ki barbadi tak jung rahegi (there will be war till India get destroyed)?’

**CONCLUSION**

Wow! True Liberalism has dawned. No nation, no nationalism, no need to thank freedom fighters. *But yes, till that happens, the country must protect, feed and nurture liberals so that they can break the nation as fast as they can. And we*
must pay taxes for that.

(Thank God! There are ‘intolerant’ patriots who keep such liberals in control. I am proud to be one of them.)
Chapter 8
Rohith Vemula, Dalit, and Crocodile Tears

BACKGROUND
Rohith Vemula committed suicide and suddenly ‘liberals’ are back in business. They had taken an emergency medical leave when Jihadis were holding rallies of lakhs across India announcing their support for ISIS. This tragic incident, though, has given them another opportunity to bash Hindus. They are as euphoric as the addict who smelled Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) after days. And jumping wildly under utter paralysis of coherent brain functioning.

The bandwagon of Liberals and Award Wapasi gang that went underground while Malda has
again resurfaced. A couple of awards have been returned again. According to them, Dadri proved that Muslims are not safe in India. Malda didn’t prove that Hindus are not safe in India as the riots by 2 Lakh Muslims had nothing to do with religion and blaming 2 Lakh Muslims for rioting is stereotyping. Hyderabad’s Rohith Vemula case again proves that India is not safe for Dalits.

Most newspapers have headlines reading, ‘Dalit Scholar commits suicide’. Previously we saw similar headlines- ‘Muslim techie killed by mob’. But interestingly you will never see the news like ‘8 Hindus killed in Pathankot’ or ‘Pune boy killed by Muslims’. Are readers getting what the section of media achieves out of this? Two things

Dividing Hindus on caste lines

Projecting so-called upper-class Hindus as aggressive fanatics that hate lower caste and minorities.

Shockingly these are the same points that anti-Indian Pakistani zombies keep ranting on Arnab Goswami’s debate shows over and over. What the fake liberals achieve out of it is known to them.

AGNIVEER ANALYZE THE INCIDENT AND ITS
AFTERMATH

1. Rohith Vemula nowhere mentioned that he is committing suicide because of discriminations he faced as a Dalit. His suicide note is critical of Ambedkar Students Association (ASA), the so-called Dalit loving group to which he belonged.

2. I don’t know how this incident was connected with Rohith being Dalit. Some say it was his identity and is hence inseparable from this incident. If this be the case then why not correlate his suicide with his name Rohith or skin color or curly hair or favourite food, which all are his identities?

3. If a Dalit rapes, do you ever see- ‘Dalit Rapist rapes in Delhi’? Haven’t any Brahmans or Baniyas or Rajputs or Scheduled caste (STs) committed suicide ever? Did we ever hear- Brahman boy committed suicide? What is special in this incident that the mention of caste was a must?

4. It is not even clear if he was Dalit or not. As per available information, his father was Other Backward Class (OBC), his mother an SC and he himself took admission as a General student. There is no reference anywhere of him being discriminated due to his caste.

5. He was radicalized by some Students Association that was critical of Hindus and supported terrorists like Yakub Memon. It is obvious that any patriotic Indian would oppose activities of such terrorist-sympathizing groups. This led to clashes due to which Rohith faced disciplinary action that
was endorsed by court. It is clear that real culprits are those forces that encourage students to waste time in college politics of hate against India to further their own selfish gains. The cause of entire clash was support of Jihadis and nothing about Dalit or non-Dalit.

6. So the true depiction of the unfortunate incident should be: ‘Bright scholar commits suicide after being exploited by radical Jihadi sympathizers.’

7. Why this abrupt fatwa by liberals that this is a case of Dalit exploitation by upper castes? Those faculties who were taking action against him were also Dalit.

8. Repetitively referring him as ‘Dalit Scholar’ and then alleging the State/Government of India of being anti Dalit is oxymoronic attempt anyways. On one hand, the charge is that Dalits have no rights of higher education and social status in India and then on the other, you acknowledge that Rohith was pursuing the highest educational degree possible in the world- PhD and was getting a decent scholarship of Rs 25,000 per month. The same State of India accepted Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar as father of Indian constitution. How can someone even accuse the State of being anti Dalit?

9. If these liberals indeed love Dalits so much, why do they use the word Dalit in first place? Dalit has no legal validity. Law recognizes Scheduled Castes (SC), Scheduled Tribes (ST) and Other Backward Classes (OBC). Why use a non-essential insulting terminology for certain people? Just for Television Rating Point (TRP)? Dalit means trampled.
Why all pro-Dalit groups find no shame in using this term so liberally? It is simply because if they stop using this term, their entire caste-based politics will come to an end.

10. To brand Hinduism as anti-Dalit is as ridiculous as calling Einstein an idiot. Hinduism is the only religion in world that openly and clearly refuses any discrimination on basis of birth, gender, geography or religion. A Muslim believes non-Muslim will go to Hell. A Christian believes that only Christians will become lambs of Jesus in Heaven. A Hindu believes that God judges on basis of individual karma and not personal beliefs or birth.

11. It is true that caste-based discrimination is prevalent in some sections of society. But this is not restricted to Hindus. It is a generic phenomenon across South Asia – including Christians and Muslims. It is wrong and not sanctioned by Vedas. Hinduism is liberal enough to give rise to several anti-caste reformers. And Hindus consider all of them heroes – Ambedkar, Dayanand, Jyotiba Phule, Kabir etc. In Islamic world, one would dare not open his mouth against Sharia. Else be dead.

12. Ninety percent Hindus of general category don’t even know what Dalit means. They just hear the word on TV. They don’t care about caste in their day to day lives. Those who marry within their castes do so out of community choices. It is not that upper caste Hindu will marry only upper caste. They would instead marry in their own sub-sub caste irrespective of other sub-sub-castes being at same level.
The same happens within SC, ST and OBC communities as well. Every community considers itself special. And many Hindus are increasingly breaking even these norms. Apart from few backward areas, nobody cares about caste unless hyped by fake pro-Dalit groups.

13. Liberals need to answer what makes them react on such isolated incidents with weeks-long propaganda calling it anti-Dalit and why they go in coma on incidents like Malda? Why they never raise voice for 100 Million Muslim women in India that live lives worse than hell under the constitutionally approved Sharia-compliant barbaric laws where a woman’s husband can bring three more women to home as wives and can divorce her by simply saying Talaq three times or a prostitution-like experience in name of Halala to undo divorce? Why no voice for uniform civil code? A fake liberal’s priorities are also fake.
Chapter 9

164 Lives Lost, Liberal’s priorities?

BACKGROUND

164 homeless have frozen to death in Delhi two years ago because Delhi government was too busy implementing odd-even scheme and mourning suicide of a student in Hyderabad. It ran short of resources to supply wood to light bonfires at night shelters. And now with cold increasing further, the death toll is determined to rise.

AGNIVEER’S ANALYSIS

The entire liberal-mafia was belligerent in wasting national resources over ‘intolerance’ when Dadri happened. Then they went for medical leave when lakhs of Jihadis ripped apart peace across nation threatening to behead those who do not lick their feet.
When a Rohith Vemula committed suicide after being disillusioned by a pro-terrorist group (A Student Association) that threatened to replicate hundreds of Yakub Memon, suddenly the liberals came back to life. *This time they came with the Dalit card.*

It did not matter that those who took disciplinary actions against him also belonged to the same caste. It did not matter that he himself admitted that he has been made a demon by the radical student group he was part of. It did not matter that the cause of disciplinary actions against him was his support of terrorists and nothing to do with any caste.

But why would a liberal spare the golden opportunity to bash Hindus as enemies of Dalits? *They said that suicide of Rohith was a state-backed intolerance against a Dalit.*

Then what do we term death of 164 in Delhi because the government refused to provide them bare minimum life support? *Is this not state-sponsored genocide?* These 164 would be Brahmins, Banias, SC, ST, Hindu, Muslim, Christian.

But now liberal-mafia has hearing loss. So far these dead cannot produce a caste-certificate and show TRP value, why bother about them. Unless they have political promise, why waste energy on street urchins!

Impotent politicians will explain how important was firing over Kar Sewaks. But get wet in condemning insiders of Pathankot.
They claim they have taken a Bheeshma-pledge to talk only about Delhi when one asks them to comment on Pathankot and Kashmir. But would jump like a hungry monkey to rake communal feelings in Dadri and Hyderabad.

They see intolerance in isolated events like Dadri and Rohith. But 164 plus deaths due to the inaction of government is an inevitable justice of nature. Nothing intolerant about it.

The lesson is clear. Fear is the key. Ancient texts define nature of politics as that of a prostitute. Unless these impotent politicians and wet-liberals are scared, they do not leave their natural ways. They fear the wrath of Jihadis. Hence they bash Hindus.

The day they start fearing loss of bladder control in exploiting Hindus, they will become greatest Hindutva exponents.

The day they start fearing that loss of any innocent life can take away their lifelines to power, they will become best bodyguards.

It is for us to demonstrate our strength and instil fear in hearts of rogue hookers. Else they will keep fooling us with stupid solutions to inconsequential problems. And we will find ourselves ripped apart by real demons of intolerance that are screwing the entire world.

All snakes are not poisonous. But caution is better.
Chapter 10

Liberal’s love for Afzal Guru

BACKGROUND

President of JNU student union organized parties to commemorate murderous extremists Afzal Guru.

‘Allegedly’, some lawyers beat up the president of JNU student union for ‘allegedly’ organizing an anti-national event within university premises. And if this ‘allegedly’ happened, majority of Indians ‘allegedly’ support it. And ‘allegedly’, I also hail from the nationalist majority.

AGNIVEER DESTROYS AFZAL GURU’S SUPPORTER

(‘Alleged’ is a wonderful word I have thankfully adopted from Pigeral (pseudo-liberal) journalists. They make any
criminal ‘allegation’ on anyone who causes them heartburn. And yet sneak away from legal implications due to wrappers like ‘alleged’ or ‘allegedly’. Their defence is that they are not making any claims. They are merely sharing a piece of information without being responsible for its authenticity or relevance.)

PIGERAL: Why do you support an illegal act?

AGNIVEER: Look who is grunting! The person had organized an event in support of a dreaded terrorist who was legally punished by the highest court of India. If you are so respectful of law, why have you been so vocal in support of a gruesome crime that was ‘rarest of rare’ as per legal proceedings? If you can support rallies and anniversaries in memory of dreaded terrorists who kill and wage a war against the state, why my support for someone who merely thrashed an ‘alleged’ terrorist henchman causes you acidity?

By endorsing this anti-national event and people behind it, you have clearly stated that you have no faith in Indian legal system. All though you have been alleging that all courts of India up to Supreme Court and the President of the county were driven by ulterior motives to hang Afzal Guru.

What brings this sudden love for legalities now? Is it that you remember law only when slapped? And conveniently forget it when it comes to standing for the nation and questioning the deeds of terrorists? Is it that terrorists are financing your opulent lives through laundering? Is it that
you are shit scared to speak against terrorists or it is just a general hatred towards mainstream Indians?

Law is not my domain. But I have respect for the sentiments that led to this thrashing. Lawyers did not thrash him for publicity or money. They thrashed him despite the risk of being punished by law. They thrashed him because they love India. Bhagat Singh and Chandrasekhar Azad are our heroes even if they killed. Gandhi said about Bhagat Singh that despite his difference with methods, he still respects the sentiments of the great hero. Netaji saluted him wholeheartedly. Later Netaji himself committed ‘illegal’ acts to fight for the nation. Netaji is my hero. My support is for the sentiments.

I also believe that such incidents act as deterrents against designs of terrorists. You cannot pass the burden of public safety on security forces alone. In a country where episodes like 26/11 happen, and where ISIS openly called the war against cow-lovers, where attacks on Airforce station like Pathankot keeps happening, every citizen must be proactive. Next time anti-Indians would be shit-scared to indulge in anti-national activities. How legally or ethically correct it is for analysts to decide who merely analyse and rarely act. But in extreme situations, extreme measures that go beyond the normal call of duty are necessary. At least that is what the story of the war of independence of India teaches us.

PIGERAL: You are openly supporting act of violence!
AGNIVEER: I am supporting the sentiment that brings anger against terrorists and anti-nationals. I have nowhere stated that one should indulge in acts of violence.

All I say is that I will make my contributions to ensure that the lawyers get a fair trial.

And if someone threatens my motherland, I will do whatever is best for my nation to best of my intent and capabilities, without revising Indian Penal Code.

PIGERAL: Does it mean you will beat up people who support Afzal Guru?

AGNIVEER: I will beat up any person who can commit an act of terror. If I were in Mumbai on 26/11, I would have definitely beaten up Ajmal Kasab before the first firing if there was a chance. Anyone who would have done it would have been my hero and hero of millions of Indians.

The slogan raised in JNU was: ‘You have killed one Afzal. We will create thousands of Afzals’. Now Afzal was a terrorist responsible for the attack on parliament. He was part of the cartel that killed thousands of Kashmiri Pandits and orchestrated bomb blasts across India. How can one take such a slogan casually? Who knows JNU president and others supporting him were planning an attack in Patiala House that got scuttled due to this thrashing.

PIGERAL: Ridiculous! How do you know they were planning an attack?
AGNIVEER: Why should I even know? The moment someone raises such brazenly anti-national, slogans threatening to kill people, then only a fool will take chances. These Jihadis have been killing indiscriminately in Paris, Pathankot, Boston, Australia, Syria, Nigeria, Israel, and innumerable places. They would randomly start killing people with minimal planning. How do I trust the intelligence of such zombies? What should one have done if he was suspicious of Ajmal Kasab on 26/11? Wait to inform police or scuttle the attack in whatever way he could.

The point is, moment one threatens to kill me in thousands, I can take no chances. I would do whatever is necessary to protect lives. Law allows even killing in self-defence. Here, it is a matter of thousands of lives. There is precedence of such attacks as well as a clear and present threat. No additional information is needed for a civilian to take pre-emptive action in such rare cases.

PIGERAL: Why they attacked journalists?

AGNIVEER: Why were journalists lined up to support an anti-national? Maybe the lawyers thought the journalists were also anti-national and did whatever is best to prevent a terror attack. If a nationalist innocent was thrashed, that is too small a price to pay for the safety of thousands. They should take it in spirit and forgive the lawyers. Joginder Singh, the director of Central Board of Investigation (CBI), was once thoroughly checked because there was a most wanted terrorist named Joginder Singh. He took it in spirit.
PIGERAL: You mean you will thrash anyone who has a difference of opinion. This is the height of intolerance.

AGNIVEER: No. I will never thrash or even verbally hurt anyone who has a different opinion. You can love Bajirao Mastani or Dilwale. You can support odd-even rule in Delhi or not. You have full freedom. But if you threaten to orchestrate thousands of terror-attacks, I will thrash you before you plan the first one.

Pigerals are showing intolerance by supporting a terrorist who killed and raped thousands of innocents.

PIGERAL: You are a fanatic. Afzal Guru never raped or killed anyone. Kanhaia Kumar did not raise any slogans. Why are you against them?

AGNIVEER: Afzal Guru was declared a terrorist by Supreme Court and President after a long-drawn proceeding. It does not matter if he directly raped and killed. What matters is that he was working for the gang that raped and killed. Kanhaia Kumar was president of the student union that approves such events. Osama bin Laden also did not crash the planes over Twin Towers. He was sitting in other part of the world away from internet, TV, mobile or landline. Had he been in the plane, he would have been enjoying 72 virgins in Paradise. There would have been no need to launch the biggest manhunt of human history.

In matters of national security, even being a neutral observer will not suffice. If one did not take proactive
actions despite knowing about the anti-national event, he is a henchman of terrorists. To save other innocent lives, he must be cut to size.

PIGERAL: Let the law take its course. Why should you intervene?

AGNIVEER: Same holds for Afzal Guru. Law has taken its course. Why are you acting as Sharia court and issuing fatwas?

In matters of national security and saving lives, every citizen must proactively intervene to prevent any terror attack. They must not wait for doom to happen and take pre-emptive measures at first instance. If we do so, the chances of Pathankot attack, Mumbai attacks, Akshardham, Sankatmochan, Charlie Hebdo, and Paris attacks will substantially reduce.

It is better to raise false alarms than stay mum in fear of bellicose temperament of Pigerals.

PIGERAL: Who is a Pigeral?

AGNIVEER: Use your pig-head. It is ‘allegedly’ a ‘pig’ who endorses ‘liberal’ who endorses ‘pig’ who endorses ‘liberal’ who endorses ‘pig’ who ……

PIGERAL: Why you use such abusive terms?

AGNIVEER: What is abusive about ‘pig’? I thought you get offended by ‘cow’.
What about terms like ‘bhakt’, ‘fanatic’, ‘intolerant’, ‘right-winged’, and ‘fundamentalist’? These are not even symbolic. You directly abuse me and people like me because we love India.

PIGERAL: Will you support if someone beats up reputed journalists?

AGNIVEER: I will let know my views when that happens.

Disclaimer: I think that whatever has been written is ‘allegedly’ a work of fiction. Any resemblance to pigs, pigerals is probably coincidental. I am not sure. But perhaps I am true. If you are a pigeral who feels offended and gets burnt, you have two great solutions. If it is heartburn due to acidity, believe me, that is not because of the article but indulging in certain acts immediately after supper. Try Eno for Jhat Se Aaraam. If it is a burning sensation somewhere in rear, try burnol. But don’t troll. That will only increase the burn.
Chapter 11

JNU Reformer who wants to burn Quran….sorry…Manusmriti

BACKGROUND

Burning Manusmriti is a favourite pastime of many Hindu hating liberals. Since the book is not available in any Hindu home or Hindu religious bookstore for last 50 years at least, and hardly any Hindu has ever heard of this book, they print pages from some British website and then burn to protest against Hinduism! JNU – the intellectual CPU of liberal genius burns Manusmriti as a ritual every year.

AGNIVEER SENDS PIGERAL IN COMA

JNU PIGERAL: I hate Hindutva. It is based on
Manusmriti.

AGNIVEER: Who told you so? Most Hindus haven’t even heard of this name, forget about reading it! I have never seen a Hindu having Manu Smriti in his house.

JNU PIGERAL: No. You dog from RSS, you are fooling me. I tell you, Manu Smriti is the foundation of Hindu Nation. Hindus will make laws based on this ‘holy book’. It’s necessary to burn it down to ashes. I will burn Manu Smriti.

AGNIVEER: Why?

JNU PIGERAL: It divides people. It says one group is superior to others. And inferior men should not touch superior ones. I spit on such book.

AGNIVEER: Popular translations of Holy Quran divide people in Muslim and Kafir. Muslim is claimed to be superior. Not just that, Muslims are ordained to kill/convert idolaters (9/5, 9/29). It is much worse than ‘superior should not touch inferior’ in Manu Smriti. So when are you burning these translations?

(JNU Pigeral faints and collapses. Comes back to senses after few minutes.)

AGNIVEER: But few minutes ago you said it is the most important holy book of Hindus! So if you can burn the holy book of Hindus, why can’t you burn the holy book of Muslims?

JNU PIGERAL: (silent)

AGNIVEER: Why silent?

Pigeral comatose.
Chapter 12

Muslim UPSC Ranker’s story

BACKGROUND

A Muslim cracked Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) exam. He tells his success story how he along with his father, mother, two other wives of his father and his siblings managed in tough conditions. Then he reveals something ‘shocking’.

He didn’t get a house on rent for being Muslim while his other Hindu friends got the accommodation easily. He wants this bigotry to end so that no Muslim ever needs to hide his Muslim identity in future. He proudly says ‘now I can declare I am Muslim not Shubham (his false identity)’.
AGNIVEER’S OPEN LETTER TP UPSC RANKER’S

Agniveer tells what is still wrong with this UPSC cracker and many of his community members in following an open letter to him.

It is indeed surprising how you, your father and three wives of your father managed in the Islamophobic Hindu majority India. You can proudly thump your chest on the story of being a proud Muslim. You can now declare India an intolerant country and Hinduism an intolerant religion. But to me, you are another hypocrite who, like many others from your community, is barking up the wrong tree.

You didn’t have issues with your father who made lives of three women hell with polygamy. You didn’t have problems with your religion, God, coreligionists, holy book etc. for allowing, supporting, encouraging and forcing such tribal polygamy laws on women including your own mother. Instead, you now want to dance on streets that you are a proud Muslim. The only problem you have is with Hindus who denied you accommodation.

It is this hatred of yours for Non-Muslims, women and minorities that forces other people to maintain a safe distance from you. I know you will be made hero by Pigerals (fake liberals of India) and award wapsi brigade. But to me and crores of humanitarians, you will remain a hypocrite until you vow to fight Sharia Laws that made your mother (and millions of other mothers) bleed from heart and eyes
for whole life. Talk of uniform civil code if you really want to change society. Behave like humans and humans will welcome you. Continue being animals and people will reject you. Simple. The choice is yours.

You seriously need to introspect if no Hindu or Sikh or Jain or Buddhist or Christian or Jew or Parsi or atheist or agnostic is ever denied house in India, why is it not so smooth with the community you belong to? And if you, as per your own confession, stayed at someone’s house with a false identity, why should not you be tried for forgery in a court of law?
BACKGROUND

Sadhvi has been ‘allegedly’ made a prime suspect of a blast case. She has been kept in prison and tortured for 8 years without any substantial evidence against her.

After 8 years of blasts and wave of ‘Hindu terror’ and saffron intolerance, another shock wave hits the shores of the Pigeral brain (Pigeral is the Jamat of fake liberals in India). That is, there is no Hindu terror wave in first place.

National Investigation Agency (NIA) in its latest investigation on Malegaon has found no role of
Sadhvi. Maharashtra Control of Organised Crime Act (MCOCA) has been dropped against her in this case.

AGNIVEER’S SERIOUS QUESTIONS TO PIGERAL BRIGADE

Question 1: A would-be PM aspirant needs to tell how Hindu terror is more dangerous than Islamic one.

Question 2: His confidante needs to tell how 26/11 and Malegaon were RSS ki Sazish (conspiracy of RSS) that he claimed in a conference while sharing the dais with father of the friend and host of 26/11 mastermind David Headley.

Question 3: Ex-Home Ministers need to explain why were all Anti-Terrorist Squad (ATS) and government machinery deployed to investigate and prove ‘Hindu terror’ when real Islamic terrorists were planning and executing attacks in Mumbai, Pune, Jaipur, Kashmir, Hyderabad and all over India?

Question 4: A feminist journalist tweeted that ‘Yes I’m Agusta Patrakar & a Presstitute & a Sickular and Anti-National. And I have two Muslim husbands. Now?’ She needs to add one more point to her tweet that ‘why she kept harping on saffron terror but never talked about Islamic terror?’

Question 5: Another journalist tweeted that ‘Internet Hindus are like swarms of bees. They come swarming after you at any mention of Modi, Muslims or Pakistan!’ She
needs to explain why she always dared Internet Hindus but couldn’t gather guts to coin the term Internet Muslims.

Question 6: The journalist who became famous after being thrashed in New York needs to tell why he abused mothers of saffron terrorists but never dared same with Jihadis’ mothers.

Question 7: Ishrat Ke Abbu needs to explain why he kept protecting LeT terrorist Ishrat Jahan and attacking Sadhvi. Or is it because former was with ISI marking and latter wasn’t?

Question 8: Ex-PM needs to answer how will this damage be undone on international forums where you have accepted the roles of imaginary Hindu terror in terror attacks in India thereby giving a clean chit to Pakistan, ISI, Lashkar, IM and Jaish? Haven’t we lost the edge over Pakistan on terror front forever with your false confessions of Hindu terror just because you didn’t have necessary bladder-control to take real culprits- Jihadis head on?

Question 9: Human rights champions that keep whining about Muslim persecution in India and innocent Muslims being jailed for no crime should explain why they have gone in Coma suddenly? Why no word on Sadhvi?

Question 10: What are they going to do to compensate for the tortures she faced and the life she was forced to waste. What Prayashchit they have in mind?
Question 11: Will they admit they were criminals of humanity of highest order and deserve to be put through even worse torture for rest of their lives?

Enough of nonsense. Time to payback the villains in same currency with interest.
Chapter 14

Some traits of a Liberal

1. He wants borderless nations. Let there be no border b/w India and Pakistan. Let people move freely. Let us demilitarise the lovely land. He doesn’t want a borderless/wall-less house for himself. He has 4 locks in his gate and a few CCTV cameras installed apart from 2 security guards. Agar chori ho gayi to?

2. He wants Hindutva brigade to forget about Ram Mandir and move on. He says revenge is bad. History is history. Look at future. If you slap him, he will go to court. Revenge is justice. Culprit must pay the price.

3. He hates the idea of Shivaji Maharaj’s statue because it is waste of money. Farmers are dying and we are making statues? He owns lavish bungalow and a BMW. He never uses Maruti 800 or public transport. So in a nutshell, a Pigeral is that hole on earth who wants country to undergo
his dirty experiments while he locks himself and his family inside his safe house.

4. He wants refugees from all over world, Rohingyas etc. to settle in India. But doesn’t want to host a single outsider in his own house. Slap this hypocrite wherever you find him.
Chapter 15
Liberal mocks Hindu riot victims

BACKGROUND

Scared of rape and kill after riots, extortion and abduction of Hindu women by Jihadi population, 350 Hindu families fled Kairana from the state of Uttar Pradesh.

The goon of New York, an eminent liberal journalist, touches another low. Instead of condemning the riot, he mocks Hindus of Kairana.

AGNIVEER RIPS APART LIBERAL AND HIS LOW IQ FANS

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Who benefits in UP for making an issue out of Kairana exodus?

AGNIVEER: Jupiter benefits from it. What is the point,
moron? If someone kills a man called Khajdeep Anti-desiya in a jungle tomorrow, stray dogs, vultures and jackals would benefit from it. But how is it relevant? Isn’t why Anti-Desiya was killed and who killed him are important, and not who benefits? It shows you have zero emotions for those who had to flee. You just have diarrhoea because you could not digest that you or your Jihadi bosses whose feet you lick are exposed with this exodus.

So the point is, before going to cost-benefit analysis of the exodus, you have to worry about the exodus itself. Whoever benefits from it is secondary. Those responsible for the exodus of Hindus- the true natives of the land of Kairana- are real pigs. Law and society must eliminate such pigs without mercy. Do you have guts to say it?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Social media has been abuzz with reports of a Hindu exodus from Kairana, a small town in western UP.

AGNIVEER: Look at the bold part and know how such snakes successfully confuse public sitting far away from the damaged area. He mentions it as ‘a Hindu exodus’ to make it sound like fiction.

The goon taunts social media users who posted reports of same. He has no shame over the fact that while accepting Hindu exodus in the title, why he or his channel is not covering it as prominently as done in case of alleged Dadri lynching or a Muslim UPSC ranker who had to use Hindu name to get a house.
LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Since the Muzaffarnagar riots of 2013, the communal divide has deepened: territories/clusters are being divided into religious lines.

AGNIVEER: So Einstein of you.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: In Kairana itself, a local Muslim gangster is accused of spreading terror (the gang itself has Muslim and Hindu members).

AGNIVEER: Aurangzeb had some Hindu commanders in his army. So that implies Aurangzeb did not kill, rape and convert Hindus, Haan moron? Did he not behead Guru Tegh Bahadur?

Just because in 1947, in Lahore and Karachi, there were Muslim women who used to handcuff Hindu women while their husbands and brothers raped them, that implies Hindu women were not raped? What is the logic, lowlife?

Which law of thermodynamics states that Hindus can’t be the victims if even a single Hindu is siding with Jihadis?

For last two decades, YOU have one agenda – glorify Jihadis and bash Hindus. Does that nullify that fact that Jihadis are screwing the peace in every nook and corner in the world? Or do you nurture these terrorists just to prove that ‘Terror has no religion?’

A Hindu wrote Pakistan’s first national anthem. So that makes Pakistan, Muhammad Ali Jinnah and Yahya Khan angels for Hindus?
Your logic is since some Hindus are also the part of Muslim gang in Kairana, it’s not a Hindu exodus. Then, since RSS has many Muslim volunteers, it is not a communal Hindu organization. Then you and your wife must stop barking on them first.

Dawood Ibrahim had some Hindu shooters in his gang. Does that make him a secular man worthy of getting Bharat Ratna?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: When Muslims were pushed into refugee camps after the Muzaffarnagar riots, where was the empathy?

AGNIVEER: 1. Why is it that you are always worried more about the reaction than the action that triggered it?


3. And what about Kashmir? Why no outrage over it of the scale of Gujarat riots or Dadri?

3. In Muzaffarnagar, Hindu women were targeted in a pattern by Muslim men. They were raped, filmed, blackmailed, gang-raped again and finally the videos used to be found on porn websites. One day, brave brothers of one of such girls dispatched the coward Jihadi rapists to hell in their own village. Whole Jihadi village attacked them and crushed their heads with stones. When Hindus gathered under- Beti Bachao Abhiyan against this cowardly Rape
Jihad and brutal murder, their vehicles were attacked with bullets which took many Hindu lives.

This is what triggered riots and Jihadis had to run for their lives thanks to the brave Hindu retaliation. You have nothing to say on those raped/filmed Hindu girls, nothing on the slain brothers who fought whole Jihadi village bravely and sacrificed their lives for sister’s honour. You have nothing to say on the murder of innocents of Beti Bachao Aandolan. What your shitty mind sticks to is what happened next. Because Jihadis suffered in the retaliation. And it hurt you because you are famous bootlicker of Jihadis.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: And why is it that Kairana has become an issue only a few months ahead of the UP elections?

AGNIVEER: Because Jihadis did Kairana only a few months ahead of UP elections.

Do you want to suggest that since UP elections are near, Hindus should not react even verbally against the brutal exodus so as to satisfy a sold-out slave of Jihadis?

Pig is at it again. Talking about ‘making an issue about Kairana’ instead of Kairana itself.

Time for all to show pigs their real place.
Chapter 16

Liberal insults Kashmiri Hindus

BACKGROUND

Few days after a media goon who became famous after being thrashed in New York mocked Kairana Hindus and Hindu martyr Prashanth Poojary, it’s now another journalist goon that has taken the charge of threatening and mocking Kashmiri Hindus.

She apparently tried to call ethnic cleansing of Kashmiri Hindus a joke. She even shared pics on her social media account on how Kashmiri Muslims are best in hospitality and how Hindus still living in tents of Jammu and Delhi are lying.
AGNIVEER TEACHES HER A LESSON OF LIFETIME

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Look, I got a picture of Hindu family happily living with a Muslim family in the valley. Clearly, Hindus are safe with Muslims in Kashmir. There were love and trust all around. It was so refreshing to see it.

AGNIVEER: And I got a painting of lion, a carnivore, playing happily with a deer. A bright sunny day, greenery all around and long silky hair of animals are making our eyes rejoice.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: What? What is your point?

AGNIVEER: Exactly. What was yours?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: I just wanted to say that Kashmiri Hindus are safe with Kashmiri Muslims.

AGNIVEER: And we just wanted to establish that deer are safe with lions.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Haha, you right wing idiot Internet Hindu! How can one painting change the fact that carnivores hunt others?

AGNIVEER: And you left wing moron! How can a photo-shopped picture of yours at some unknown place change the fact that Jihadi killed, raped and drove 5 Lakh Kashmiri Hindus out of the valley?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: So you don’t want unity
between Hindus and Muslims in the valley?

AGNIVEER: $1 + 0 = ?$

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: You fool! What is the point in adding 0 to anything? The result will still be unaffected!

AGNIVEER: But we want unity of 1 and 0. Why don’t you simply add it?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Oh idiot! Answer will still be 1! What is the point of adding 0 to anything?

AGNIVEER: And what is the point in uniting 6600000 Muslims with 1200 Hindus? There must be two parties before you unite them. Right now, one party has been made extinct by the other. And we are talking about bringing in first party into the picture, making the other party apologize for their gruesome acts of past and then talking about unity. Get Kashmiri Hindus back into the valley. Then talk of unity, idiot.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: It’s all political. People want to bridge gaps. But political people don’t want that.

AGNIVEER: Which party exactly? Be specific. Is it one that demands a separate homeland for Hindus or the one that opposes it? And which side you are on?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: You hate Kashmiri Muslims. Shame on you. Look at that Muslim family in the picture. Do you still feel Hindus are unsafe in Kashmir valley?
AGNIVEER: Now you have exposed yourself. Your point is since a Hindu family is found living in a Muslim’s home, Hindus don’t need separate homeland as demanded by them for decades.

Very cleverly, you are pushing the agenda of separatists like Yasin Malik, Gilani, which is to deny Hindus any land where they can live peacefully without being dragged out of their homes and getting raped again.

You want Kashmiri Hindus to believe that living with Muslims is safe just because you got a picture. And when half a million displaced Hindus tell you how every single mosque in the valley was declaring rape Hindu women, kill men, and Kashmir will become Pakistan, you shamelessly say but terror has no religion?

Why does one pic of yours carry more weight than those half a million voices? Are they liars? Are they all haters? And you alone are the epitome of Mother’s Love and trustworthy?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Who are you?

AGNIVEER: I am Agniveer. I am protector of Kashmiri Hindus. I am death for separatists. I am death for anti-nationals. I drag traitors on streets. I break bones of haters who threaten Kashmiri Hindus with sword or pen. Everybody should be careful.
Chapter 17

Liberal says beef or mutton, how does it matter?

BACKGROUND

A person was killed by some villagers in Dadri, Uttar Pradesh for possessing beef allegedly. After so many lies spread by the then UP government, a section of media and others, it is now reported that the meat found in man’s fridge was beef.

A journalist famed for intimidating rabbits asks, ‘whether it was beef or mutton, how does it matter?’ He argues that it’s about the life of a human. Is the beef in his fridge more important than a person’s life?

And now, Agniveer is having a light conversation
with the rabid rabbit-hunter that will clear all his doubts and minds of beef-lovers.

AGNIVEER’S LIGHT CONVERSATION WITH RABBIT-HUNTER

RABBIT-HUNTER: Ok, so it was beef. But how does it matter whether it was beef or mutton?

AGNIVEER: Is calling someone gay a threat to national security?

RABBIT-HUNTER: How is it relevant to this issue?

AGNIVEER: This is not some ‘Timepass Hour Debate’ show on your channel. It is a neutral place. You alone won’t decide what the relevant issue is.

RABBIT-HUNTER: Ok, Calling someone gay is not at all a threat to national security. Now, come to point.

AGNIVEER: So why did you abuse Tiwari with words like madcap/madman when he allegedly called Prophet gay? And why didn’t you conduct programs in Tiwari’s support who is falsely charged under National Security Act?

RABBIT-HUNTER: Because he hurt sentiments of crores of Muslims by calling Prophet as gay.

AGNIVEER: But you just said, ‘he did nothing against national security.’ So why did you abuse him in the first place? And why didn’t you abuse beef-eater the same way?
On the contrary, you are sympathetic to him?

RABBIT-HUNTER: Why should I do that?

AGNIVEER: Because he ate mother of crores of Hindus and thus hurt Hindu sentiments.

RABBIT-HUNTER: Oh come on, let’s get serious. We won’t go by superstitions any religious community practices. If you find an animal as your mother, don’t eat it. But how can you stop others from killing and eating it?

AGNIVEER: Calling cow as mother is superstition? And believing in Prophets/unseen heavens and their fairy tales is scientific? Moreover, if someone wants to call a man as prophet, let him respect him. How can you stop others from calling him gay?

RABBIT-HUNTER: Look, the prophet is role model of crores.

AGNIVEER: Cow is a mother to crores.

RABBIT-HUNTER: What I eat is my choice. Why should I not eat beef just because you consider it mother?

AGNIVEER: Whom I call gay is my choice. Why should I not call someone gay just because you hate homosexuals?

RABBIT-HUNTER: But I don’t hate homosexuals. I support gay rights…..

AGNIVEER: Got it. That is why you never asked jail for
the minister who called Hindu leaders gays. Tiwari had just responded to him. It is just that even the thought of offending some peacefuls brings wetness at wrong places.

RABBIT-HUNTER: But prophet was a human and cow is an animal. Where is the comparison?

AGNIVEER: Cow feeds us like a mother. It is evident. On the other hand, nobody has seen the prophet. We have only read stories about him. So how can you compare real and mythology?

RABBIT-HUNTER: Still, I find it difficult to compare humans and animals.

AGNIVEER: Is this about species at all? By that logic all iconoclasts, ISIS, Boko Haram, Babur, Akbar, Aurangzeb, Sikandar Butshikan, Ghazni, Ghori, Osama Bin Laden etc. did nothing wrong when they desecrated idols. Because idols are stones with no feelings! No? So what is it? It is the emotions that matter.

If someone wants to believe in an imaginary God on 2nd/3rd/7th, 8th sky, I shouldn’t abuse Him. If I worship stones, others should not abuse them. If someone believes in prophet, I shouldn’t call him names. If I call someone as mother, you have to stop seeing her as food.

It can’t be one-way traffic. It is as simple as that.

If Muslims have feelings, so do Hindus. And unless you can prove that Muslim sentiment is special than Hindus’, all
your defence of cow-eaters is crap.

Yes, lynching of anyone by the mob is unacceptable in a modern society. But harassing, threatening and abusing a man on TV who is already being threatened by a mob of Jihadis on streets is equally unacceptable. We are waiting for your program on Kalpesh Tiwari apologizing to him for abusing while he was in jail.

RABBIT-HUNTER: But still, why offend a community and disrupt harmony?

AGNIVEER: So make a punching bag out of Hindus, right? Harmless Fun? Right?

Bottom-line is that fear is the key. Your deeds and arguments are driven by who makes you wet. Hindus must learn and work accordingly.

RABBIT-HUNTER: Bhai, who are you?

Chapter 18

Liberal sees Bhagat Singh in Burhan Wani

BACKGROUND

The goon of media – who was thrashed in New York once - doesn’t want to live in peace it seems. After getting beaten black and blue by Agniveer on facts multiple times for mocking Hindu martyr Prashanth Poojary and Kairana Hindus, he has asked for it again.

This time, he compares the case of slain Jihadi terrorist- Burhan Wani, who has been dispatched to 72 virgin goats by defence forces in Kashmir, with that of Shaheed Bhagat Singh.
AGNIVEER TEACHES HIM A LESSON OF LIFETIME

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: When Bhagat Singh was hanged, how did the British newspapers describe him, as a ‘poster boy’?

AGNIVEER: If you compare Burhan Wani to Bhagat Singh, you are a dog. If you meant something else, you are an idiot who was in hurry to give an example of Bhagat Singh in a matter related to a terrorist dog. British were occupation force in India. Bhagat Singh was fighting for India. Burhan Wani and his Jihadi terrorists were occupation forces in Kashmir. They forced half a million native Kashmiri Hindus to leave the valley. All those who attended his funeral prayed for him and pelted stones for him are occupation forces in Kashmir that need to be defeated at any cost. Got the difference?

Or you are going to suggest next is since Bhagat Singh fought and died in Lahore, which is now Pakistan’s part, he actually was a Pakistani hero? And anybody who considers him an Indian is a right-wing extremist who believes in ‘stupid’ Akhand Bharat theory?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: During the 1983 Falklands war, a member of the Margaret Thatcher government angrily described the BBC as the ‘Stateless People’s Broadcasting Corporation’ because it referred to the forces as ‘British’ and ‘Argentinian’ forces instead of ‘our’ and ‘enemy’ forces. When an Argentinian ship was sunk, an incensed Thatcher
responded, ‘only the BBC would ask a British prime minister why she took action against an enemy ship that was a danger to our boys’. That is when the BBC director general John Birt is said to have reminded the British prime minister that the journalistic organisation was not an ‘extension of the political authority’; its first commitment was to the truth, not to the nation-state.

AGNIVEER: During 2011 in US, US Navy Seals killed Osama Bin Laden, US’ most wanted. And the US newspapers wrote ‘WE GOT THE BASTARD!’ Unless you prove that your bogus BBC storyteller is smarter than this US newspaper editor, try something better.

Now your idols are exposed. Now we understand why you were so desperate in airing every move of 26/11 terrorists which helped the terrorists slaughter hundreds for hours without any problem. *It was your thirst for ‘truth’ that kept them going.*

Why is that your ‘truths’ are always damaging for the defence forces like in 26/11 and now in Burhan Wani case and are never against the enemies of the state?

If you are on a mission of showing ‘truth’ be it at the cost of innocent lives and Jawans, *why do you hide the truths of your bedroom? Install a CCTV camera there and put its display on street.* What? Am I getting personal? Wait! Those slain Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) Jawans whom this terrorist Burhan killed were my family members. *It was all personal to me.* You invade my personal space, I destroy
yours.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: The newly minted Minister of Information and Broadcasting (I&B) minister has already warned that he expects ‘responsible’ coverage from the media; army information teams have red flagged any attempt to send out any ‘negative’ news; the social media army of ‘proud Indians’ on Twitter has abusively accused journalists (including this writer) of being ‘terrorist sympathisers’, ‘anti-national’ and questioned ones parentage.

AGNIVEER: So here, we have a man, who

- won’t listen to I&B minister who knows the sensitivities involved in the case

- won’t listen to the army who receives headless bodies of Jawans beheaded by the likes of Burhan Wani

won’t listen to proud Indians

- and will spew venom on ministry for asking him to do responsible coverage, on army for stopping him from spreading vicious propaganda and on proud Indians for asking questions to him.

*If that is not an anarchist, who is?* Do we need terrorists anymore to destroy India?

According to you, you belong to a group that is liked neither by political establishment nor by defence establishment nor by patriots. I don’t know even after realizing
this, how can someone still choose to live instead of committing suicide in shame!

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Who is to tell my outraged friends in the Twitter world that journalism in its purest form doesn’t wear the tricolour on its sleeve?

AGNIVEER: Twitter world? Didn’t you quit Twitter after allegedly calling mothers of right-wing trolls as Randi (prostitute)? Oh, wait! You re-joined twitter. Who would be a better person to explain how the spit of own tastes!

Right, journalism in its purest form wears green colour, not tricolour. Calling Gujarat riots as a massacre, talks on Post-Godhra but not on Godhra etc. are purest examples of pure Journalism.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: I am a very proud Indian.

AGNIVEER: Your wife loves beef. So she is a cow lover.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: My journalism demands that I tell the story of Kashmir, not as a soldier in army fatigues but as a mike pusher who reports different realities in a complex situation.

AGNIVEER: Story of Kashmir? You are barking too much on the story of Kashmir. So listen to the facts:

- Kashmir was founded by Rishi Kashyap.
- Kashmir was developed, nurtured and worshipped by Hindus for more than 4,000 years.
• Kashmir was the centre of Shaivism - a major sect of Hinduism.

• Kashmir was the centre of Hindu holy places.

• Then Kashmir was invaded by Jihadis from Central Asia.

• Temples were desecrated in thousands. Pillars of many of them that could not be completely destroyed still show the horror of that time.

• One of the Jihadis was Sikander. Who earned the title of Butshikan (iconoclast) just because he used to destroy temples, powder idols and make a staircase in mosques to insult and humiliate Hindus.

• Men were killed, forcibly converted to Islam. Deceit was also used for conversion.

• Women were raped, abducted and sold in markets.

• Killing, rape and conversion of millions happened.

• Muslims became the majority in the valley through kill and the native Hindus became minorities in their own land.

• The Jihadi rampage continued until Maharaja Ranjit Singh and Hari Singh Nalwa kicked the Jihadis hard.

• Muslim majority Kashmir was again under Hindu-Sikh rule.
• In 1947, Kashmir became India.
• In 1989, Kashmiri Hindus were again killed, raped and threatened. All (4-5 Lakh) Kashmiri Hindus fled valley. Islamization of Kashmir valley was accomplished. Pakistan planned, funded and executed the whole exodus.
• Srinagar, Anantnag and Kausarnag became Islamabad and Mustafabad.
• After kicking Hindus out of the valley, Jihadis now wanted Indian army to be out too.
• Army is being attacked. Almost every week.
• People like Yasin Malik, Burhan Wani and Geelani openly support Pakistan.
• The land of Kashyap and Shiva is filled with Jihadis.
• Amarnath Yatra is stopped and attacked.
• The entire Hindu race has been wiped out. The same Hindus that built Kashmir.

This is the story of Kashmir. Have Guts? Publish it. We are waiting.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Burhan Wani is a terrorist who has been ‘neutralised’ in the eyes of the majority of Indians; he is a victim who has been ‘martyred’ for the thousands of Kashmiris who lined up for his funeral.
AGNIVEER: A dog who was kicked in New York is a
dog in the eyes of Army; he is a pig in the eyes of civilian
patriots. Diverse views.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: A propagandist would only
broadcast the narrative that suits the agenda of one side
but a journalist must necessarily explore both stories: that
of Wani the Hizbul terrorist who took to the gun and used
social media as a weapon AND Wani as the poster boy
for a localised militancy which feeds on tales of alleged
oppression and injustice.

AGNIVEER: You are so balanced in terrorist Wani’s
case. But we have seen you abuse mothers of right-wing
people on twitter allegedly when they asked you some
questions regarding your Mumbai flat.

Why? Why don’t you try to find the other reality too?
Which is this government, army and crores of people hate
you? Why do you lose your cool over right-wing trolls when
you are asking others to be calm on Burhan Wani?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: A journalist must speak to the
army which is trying to quell the protests on the street, but
must also listen to the youth who have chosen to their vent
their anger with stones.

AGNIVEER: No. A journalist, who enjoys the protection
of army without which, he can’t travel an inch among Jihadis,
should not speak to the army. He should bow before the
army and offer full support to the men dying for him instead
of becoming a classic eunuch who is happy to be equidistant from saviours and terrorists in name of neutrality.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: In Kashmir too, we need to tell truth to power: the truth of disaffected youth with limited opportunities for growth, of failed, corrupted politics, of an unshaken ‘Azaadi’ sentiment, of army excesses, of a neighboring country which sponsors terror, of a nostalgic notion of Kashmiriyat which was eroded when Pandits were driven out of their homes, of radicalized youth seeking to romanticize violence, of an unacceptable distinction between terrorists and freedom fighters.

AGNIVEER: Good. Blame everything possible on this earth except for one. Talk everything except this

Why is every youth with limited opportunities for growth starts shouting Allahu Akbar and pelting stones at Amarnath pilgrims? Why doesn’t that limited opportunity growth youth pelt stones at people celebrating Eid or offering Namaz on Friday? Or is there any law of physics that pelting stones at Hindu pilgrims and places bring growth opportunities?

Why does the ‘unshaken Azaadi sentiment’ start with Allahu Akbar and end with ‘we will make Kashmir Pakistan with Hindu women’?

How are the notions of Kashmiriyat and Azadi related to each other? Are those real Kashmiri natives- Hindus who consider Kashmir to be an integral part of India less
Kashmiris?

Unacceptable distinction b/w terrorists and freedom fighters? This is the truth you want to circulate? So is this why you compared Burhan Wani with Bhagat Singh?

Even a rabid dog has a truth. Which is saliva infected with rabies. So shall we allow him to spread his truth? Or you yours for that matter?

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Too many of the stakeholders in Kashmir, Delhi and beyond have lived in denial for too long.

AGNIVEER: Read carefully readers! ‘Stakeholders in Kashmir, Delhi and beyond’

So Kashmir and Delhi are different.

Beyond- There is another stakeholder apart from Delhi and Kashmir. Say it openly, it is your master Pakistan.

What else can Pakistan, Jihadis and Burhan Wani expect? A snake born in India biting India as trained. These are exactly ditto words Pakistani ex-diplomats with fake-US accent utter on Indian TV channels on Kashmir.

LIBERAL JOURNALIST: Many years ago, while reporting a story on Kashmir, I described those who had targeted a bus as terrorists. That evening, a local colleague in Srinagar suggested that I might be better off calling the perpetrators as ‘militants’. I asked him why. ‘Sir, they may
be terrorists, but here it is safer to use the word ‘militant’.
When even simple wordplay can get tangled in the minefield
of Kashmir’s bloody politics, you realise the complicated
nature of the journalistic challenge.

AGNIVEER: Nah, that only tells how a coward pussycat’s
pants get wet when there is just a mention of an imaginary
case involving terrorists. And then this pussycat gives
lectures to army on how they should treat those (whose
mere mention caused him diarrhoea) who are decapitating
our Jawans in broad daylight.

Be careful. We do not forgive Jihadis and their rape army.
Nor do we forgive rapist sympathizers.
Chapter 19
Liberal gang’s terror links in France attack

BACKGROUND

A Jihadi took 80 lives by driving his truck into the crowd of children and innocents in Nice, France. This is ‘nth’ such terror attack in name of religion in last ‘y’ years. ‘n’ can be any number from 1 to 1 million depending on ‘y’ being 1 day to 1400 years.

I hold (fake) liberals directly responsible for Nice attacks, Dhaka attacks, Kashmir violence, Paris Attacks, Florida attacks and every other attack that happened in the world till date.

After every terror attack, liberals start spreading venomous propaganda of defending terrorists and
accusing victims. They protect the terrorists to help them breed for next attack.

AGNIVEER DECODE THE HIDDEN MESSAGE

Their modus-operandi of nurturing terrorists has been explained with series of tweets such Pigerals post. Terror attack location will change, number of innocents killed will change, a method of attack will change, but the essence of their tweets will remain the same.

Here is a sample example of 10 tweets in context of recent France attack and their hidden message for masses.

TWEET: Truck ran over people in France.

WHAT THEY MEAN: It was an accident and not terror attack from the religion of peace.

TWEET: An unidentified French resident was driving the truck and ran over people deliberately.

WHAT THEY MEAN: French resident means a typical atheist or Christian. So this act has nothing to do with the religion of peace.

TWEET: Driver was of Tunisian origin.

WHAT THEY MEAN: So this was an act of frustration, a reaction to white racism and lack of opportunities. So it has nothing to do with the religion of peace.

TWEET: Driver was the son of a sweeper. His mother
wrote poems.

WHAT THEY MEAN: So the man came from an underprivileged class that was discriminated against in white European society. Also, he had poetic genes! And west killed the genius.

TWEET: Driver was called Newton by his friends.

WHAT THEY MEAN: The man was a science genius who was forced to run the truck over white racist rascals who did not let his scientific faculties grow.

TWEET: Driver was hit with 50 bullets. His eyes got punctured with 4 bullets.

WHAT THEY MEAN: The man was a victim, not the culprit. West is barbaric. West is Islamophobe.

TWEET: Driver was killed on the spot. No trial! Extrajudicial killing! Democracy?

WHAT THEY MEAN: West is against Muslims. Muslims are being killed outside courts. Police should have requested him to stop the truck and surrender so that he could be produced in court. Basically, police and terrorist are same because both do things outside courts and kill people.

TWEET: Driver lost his father in Iraq war 5 years ago. Who is to blame?

WHAT THEY MEAN: Now it’s clear. The USA is the culprit. The man was fighting against imperialist forces.
Thus, he was a freedom fighter.

TWEET: We have Trumps and Pravin Togadia (President of the Vishva Hindu Parishad) too. Religious bigotry is not a Muslim monopoly.

WHAT THEY MEAN: So the driver who crushed 80 people under wheels is same as Trump or Togadia who have never killed anyone. Also, all religions are equally dangerous. All are same and one of those religions is the religion of peace.

TWEET: Yes, I have 2 Muslim husbands.

WHAT THEY MEAN: This is the way to keep Muslims calm. Marry off your women to them and maintain secular fabric.

All these terrorist-loving journalists/liberals must be thoroughly probed to make the world safe. Take the example of a liberal feminist. There are scary prospects of terror-nexus in wake of her tweets as:

- Her leaked conversation with a corporate broker on lobbying with a Kashmiri politician in relation to a massive scam.
- Her proactive live feeds of Mumbai terror attacks that helped terrorists kill 10 times more people than they would have killed otherwise.
- Her blatant defence of anti-nationals in current
Kashmir agitation.

- Her blatant support of Kashmiri separatists abusing India in JNU controversy. This support led to current Kashmir agitation after a terrorist is killed.

And the list goes on.

Bottomline is that the feminist and her gang is responsible for every life lost in terror-attacks. Either they are too dumb to not realize consequences of their misdeeds or they are too smart and reap benefits from terrorism.

Either way, until this shameless defence of terrorists is stopped, and such Pigerals are forced to shut their mouths by law, more innocent kids will continue to be crushed under truck-wheels. And our hearts will continue to bleed.
Chapter 20
Crackerless Diwali vs Bloodless Eid

BACKGROUND

In the year 2017, the court banned the selling of crackers on Hindu festival Diwali in Delhi-NCR. Last time something like this happened was when Aurangzeb was ruling India. However, no ban on the slaughter of animals ever could be imagined on Eid by any court. On this, Agniveer wrote this.

AGNIVEER’S ANALYSIS

I am yet to see any study that proves long-term damage of Diwali crackers. But there are ample studies that prove the following as irreversible disasters:

• Air conditioners and cars used by judges. (disaster for the environment)
• Massive paperwork in courts. (disaster for the environment)

• Millions of pending cases that go on and on, while courts enjoy the highest number of holidays in a year for any sector of public service. (disaster for growth, progress, future of nation, and of course environment)

• Millions of animals brutally murdered on Bakr Eid. If you show even a goat bleating in a movie you have to give a disclaimer that no animal was harmed. Further, if a brutal murder of animal and blood is shown, you get an ‘A’ certificate. But in Eid, every child is forced to witness brutality, blood, and enjoyment of this brutality. Ample studies prove that these have an adverse impact on a child’s brain and the disturbed childhood leads to a violent psychopathic future. We have a word for it - religious terrorism. (this is greatest long-term and urgent disaster we face today as humanity)

Not to say that above has a far worse impact on environment, economy and poverty levels as per countless studies. I am all for a ban on Diwali crackers if the intent is so noble. Why crackers, I am all for a ban on even sending greetings on Diwali if studies show that even that is polluting. But let us crack the problems in order of priority and starting from the source that issues verdicts.

Step 1: Eliminate all paper-work, make courts digital, remove A/c from courts, and replace judges’ cars with bicycle
and tricycle. Make courts work 24*7 to finish pending cases.

Step 2: Ban any slaughter of an animal (especially by halal) in public or presence of children below 18 years.

Step 3: Bring out a study that proves Diwali crackers has a worst long-term impact on environment or safety of the nation. And then, let’s go green.

COURTS ARE CAUSING MORE POLLUTION THAN DIWALI

Try filing a simple petition in any court. You need to submit a hilarious amount of paperwork with signature on each page.

- To refer to a single line of a government guideline, you will have to print and attach the entire 100-page document.

- The same stuff has to be reproduced in several places in a bit different legal jargon to abide by the court formats.

- If the judge is not satisfied, he will throw away the stuff and ask you to submit again.

- All this comes at the price of the immense amount of paper that comes from destroying forests. Printing and signatures on millions of pages daily in each court, multiple forms of silly affidavits etc. bring massive greenhouse effect.
• God forbid if your case moves from one court to another. Each court in the country has a different format.

• The way you submit a petition in Supreme Court is different from how you submit in a High Court is different from District courts.

• And each time, you will have to submit the entire set of documents again. All at the cost of destroying forests and causing the greenhouse effect.

• Courts refuse to digitize because that will require re-learning and re-adapting - a painful blasphemy for those who are supposed to use stick only to reform others.

• While courts refuse to upgrade to digitization and standardization of formats removing silly duplication, they have upgraded their infrastructure in other forms. Now courts are air-conditioned, which is again causing environmental damage.

• Judge travel by air-conditioned cars. More expensive and more fuel consuming the car, more the stature of the judge.

• Given that being judge is a sedentary job, a bicycle would be more eco-friendly and healthy for them.

• If Supreme Court of India passes an order to force all physically fit judges of India to travel only by bicycle
or rickshaw, and remove air-conditioners from all courts, offices, and residences of judges, it would offset so-called pollution caused by Diwali. And also set an example that judges mean what they order.

• Further, it will prolong longevity and health of judges cursed to acquire various lifestyle diseases due to a sedentary job.

• It will also ensure that only serious people choose to be judges.

• The number of pending cases in India is more than 27 million. In Supreme Court itself, a number of pending cases is more than 60,000. Yet, Courts enjoy more holidays than any other sector. In October, Delhi High Court functioned only for 15 days. June is a total summer vacation wash-out. If Supreme Court orders courts to function 24*7*365 till pending cases are reduced to 1% of existing cases, this will not only be a blessing on cursed citizens, it will also reduce pollution.

• The number of vehicles lining up not only in courts but all around the nation trying to find a resolution to pending cases will reduce.

• There will be less traffic congestion, more resources freed for more constructive work than pursue unending cases. A number of people flocking a court from far-off places just to get another date for their
case will reduce. Visit the parking lot around a court and you will know what I mean.

- If Supreme Court is honest, it must admit that the judicial system of the country is horrible, inadequate, archaic, outdated, impractical, and single biggest reason blocking the progress of the nation and of course - causing immense amount of pollution.

Supreme Court must start with itself, become an example of efficiency and green-lifestyle, and the whole nation will emulate it without qualms. But when Bappi Lahiris show concern over music piracy, it is nothing more than a shameless joke.

PS: Written to honour the Supreme Court decision to protect freedom of speech even if some Kancha Ilaiah/PK abuses an entire community and religion.
Chapter 21

Shivaji memorial— Liberal can’t sleep

BACKGROUND

The government announced to build a huge Shivaji’s statue in the Arabian sea. Since then, Liberal has not slept. How will poor survive now? How will hungry get food? How will a graduate get a job if we spend crores on ‘useless’ statue?

AGNIVEER’S ANALYSIS OF THE FACTS

1. There are at least that number of people in country like me who admire Shivaji and whose cumulative paid tax surpasses 3600 crore. We want government to build his memorial from our tax. That should be none of your business. Why should government follow your advice to decide what it should do with my tax?
2. All government activities, including Mamata Banerjee’s security and flight trips come from tax-payer money. Gandhi Jayanti celebration also happens with tax-payer money. Not to talk of Haj subsidy and Madarsa subsidies. The 5-star management of Lutyens Delhi also comes from taxpayer money. Never heard a ruckus over it.

3. True, the 3600 crore will come back multiple times as tourism revenue. But even if that was not the case, would build thousand such memorials to not just thank these heroes but threaten the Jihadis that if they dare to kill or rape us, Shivajis, Prataps, Banda Vairagis will rip you apart. Warriors with dignity can generate billions. Those who earn without valuing dignity become prostitutes.

4. The funding of Archaeological Survey of India also comes from taxpayers money. I never heard any of you shouting what waste of money these massive monuments were - the Taj Mahal, Red Fort etc. - that as per your own history were built when India faced worst hunger, drought, and poverty ever in history. Instead you would take your children and sponsor trips of your US partners to these places. But if we talk of creating a monument for Shivaji, you start burning.

5. If governments in India have enough money to maintain Taj Mahal, Humayun Tomb, Lal Quila and other Islamic sites, stop crying about Shivaji Maharaj’s statue. We know his sword scares your rear, but this is how it is. Live with it.
6. Stop watching Bollywood movies and IPL matches with your money. It will make up for Shivaji Maharaj’s statue. Because it will be built, with or without you.

India owes a lot to Shivaji Maharaj. It is shame that it took hundreds of years for us to honour our greatest warrior king. Even a hundred such monuments can’t pay his debt.

There must be another massive statue of Shivaji ripping the intestines of Afzal Khan.
Chapter 22
Ban on immersing ashes of the dead in Ganga

BACKGROUND

A Union Minister in India wants a ban on immersing ashes of the dead in Ganga. He plans to bring a law on this to curb pollution. Meanwhile, NGT plans an order to ban cremation. It seems the best way to go green is to adopt a green faith.

AGNIVEER’S ANALYSIS

Show studies that immersion of ashes any more polluting than air-conditioners, cars, mics, clothes used by these politicians and judges. And of course their excretions.
An opportunist always finds his own stool more fragrant.

- A desi proverb

- Why no word on banning all the leather/slaughter industry that pollutes not just Ganga but entire environment like nothing else? It is because the owners and workers there love green and Urdu?

- What about industrial wastes?

- Who is any Tom Dick or Harry politician or judge to act as a social reformer when it comes to Hindus?

- Why not same reform for Islam and Christianity? Any guts to speak of the ban on Christmas and New Year celebrations?

- Any guts to announce there will be no Bakr Eid slaughter next year?

Finally, how are these ministers any different from those in UPA or even Mughal era? Some of their go-green experiments on Hindus are surpassed by not even Aurangzeb. Had memories of 2002 and 1992 not been etched in minds, they would have been destroying temples today to curb pollution. Maharashtra CM has started this as well.

Time for Hindus to unite and retaliate in ways that no two-cent politician dares to take you for granted.
Chapter 23
Azan, loudspeakers and liberal

BACKGROUND

Agniveer started a drive to protest against sound pollution due to Azaan from mosques 5 times a day on loudspeakers. A celebrity tweeted against Azan. And suddenly the drive caught limelight. Showcased by liberals as another example of Islamophobia. Read on for another example of a perfectly flawed brain.

AGNIVEER DISSECTS FLAWED BRAIN

PIGERAL (fake liberal): If you have problems with Muslim Azan/loudspeaker then you must have a problem with Hindu Aarti too. Both cause noise pollution.

AGNIVEER: There is the difference.
How many times have you woken up at 4:30 in morning because of noise from Hindu Aarti in temples? Zero.

How many times have you woken up at 4:30 in morning because of noise from Azan in mosques? 365 times in a year, if you live within 5 km radius of a mosque. Zero vs 365 settles everything.

Even if Aarti loudspeaker in your locality starts at 4:30 in full volume, you can simply go to the priest and he will reduce it. Just try doing it with a Moulvi in a mosque and see if you come back alive in a single piece.

PIGERAL: Huh, and what about Ganesh Yatra and Hanuman Yatra? Don’t they make noise? Stop them.

AGNIVEER: How many times in a year do Ganesh Chaturthi and Hanuman Jayanti come?

PIGERAL: At least 10 days.

AGNIVEER: And how many times does Azan happen on the loudspeaker in a year?

PIGERAL: (Silent)

AGNIVEER: Why silent? Let me help you. 365*5 = 1825. And then, in addition, there are rallies, bike stunts, and processions etc. on Prophet’s Birthday, Eid and Muharram. So it is 10 vs 1825+. Are 10 and 1825 same?

PIGERAL: Wrong is wrong. There is no bigger or smaller wrong.
AGNIVEER: Ok then, your 34/36/38 waist size is also wrong. Come to shape before commenting on our concerns on Azan.

PIGERAL: How can you compare my personal fitness issue with an issue of 20% minorities?

AGNIVEER: Same way as you compared 10 with 1825+.

PIGERAL: (Silent)

AGNIVEER: Why silent?

PIGERAL: Look, you can’t interfere in others’ religion. India is a multicultural society. Every religion has equal rights.

AGNIVEER: Equal rights? Do we have equal rights? A Muslim can marry four women at a time and divorce them at will. A Hindu is jailed for doing same. Where are equal rights? And where are equal rights for Muslim women? You just need equal rights of noise. And you don’t care about the plight of 10 crore Muslim women?

Look, equal rights come with equal responsibilities. You follow equal laws, you will get equal rights. You act as some special hero, you will be kicked.

And finally, there is another solid difference. There is a strong correlation between the density of Azan and terror. Find out the places on earth where:

Azan is maximum (let’s call it Place 1)
Aarti is maximum (let’s call it Place 2)

Then find out how many world’s top terrorists/terror organisations do Place 1 group and Place 2 group produce. That is the ultimate litmus test on which noise is dangerous and which is harmless.

PIGERAL: (Silent)

AGNIVEER: Why silent?

PIGERAL: Who are you?

Chapter 24

Liberal supports Kashmir’s Azadi

BACKGROUND

Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) Chief Yasim Malik says Kashmiri Hindus are cowards because they fled the valley. Now Indian state has illegally occupied Kashmir. Kashmiriyat belongs to us. Indians came from outside and occupied it by force. We don’t want any outsider in Kashmir. India haay haay. Indian Army haay haay.

AGNIVEER SILENCES JKLF CHIEF

AGNIVEER: Why was your great great grandfather a coward?

YASIM MALIK: Zaban sambhaal ke baat karo (mind your language). How dare you call my ancestors cowards?
AGNIVEER: And how dare you call an entire community of real Kashmiris as cowards? Now come to point. Why were your ancestors, cowards?

YASIM MALIK: They were not cowards. They lived in the valley and never left it.

AGNIVEER: But they left their faith at sword’s point. They were Hindus once. Then they converted to Islam in the time of Sikander Butshikan and Jihadi rule.


AGNIVEER: Malik is an Arab tribe? So we had an Arab Gen V P Malik commanding Indian army in Kargil war?

Anyways, since you are an Arab, what are you doing in Kashmir? Pack your bags and leave for where you came from riding camels.

YASIM MALIK: (Silence)

AGNIVEER: What happened? Packing bags?

YASIM MALIK: Wait. We don’t hate Indian because he is an outsider but because Indian agent Jagmohan ran an anti-Muslim campaign in the 80s and 90s in Kashmir.

AGNIVEER: Really? But article 370 that you and all Kashmiri separatists follow (like your faith-book) clearly says no outsider can own a property in Kashmir. And 370
came into existence when Jagmohan was a kid. So it’s clear, you hate outsiders and want to stop outsiders at any cost.

If your hatred for India/Indians is justified because India did wrong (supposedly) with you in the 80s, Indian Army’s hatred (supposedly) for you is justified too. Because you and your Arab/Turk/Afghan masters whom you came within Kashmir spilt the blood of millions for centuries. One of you is known in history as Butshikan (iconoclast) just because he had a fetish of desecrating Hindu temples and build mosques with former’s ruins.

We lost lakhs of men. We lost lakhs of women. Women lost their honour. Children lost their mothers. Hindus lost thousands of their temples. So what should we do? Kill Lakhs of men in return? Rape their women in return? Destroy every single mosque in Kashmir as revenge? If your theory of justification of hatred/violence is correct, India and Indian Army have thousand times more reasons to destroy you right now.

YASIM MALIK: Ok, I accept, my ancestors didn’t come from outside. They were native Kashmiri Hindus who changed their faith during Islamic rule.

AGNIVEER: So, who is a coward now? Those who left their religion and chose to live, or those who practised their religion despite Jihadi demonic rule?

YASIM MALIK: But still, you have to agree that Indian Army is committing rapes and atrocities. Your own Indian
filmmaker Vishal Bhardwaj showed it in Haider which shows the truth of Kashmir and nothing else.

AGNIVEER: Are Kashmiri separatist women prostitutes and expert in incestuous relations? Do Kashmiri separatist adults kiss their moms on the neck? And their moms kiss their sons on lips?

YASIM MALIK: This is derogatory, below the belt.

AGNIVEER: If your gospel film *Haider* is to be believed, Kashmiri separatist wives sleep with other men and are found seducing their own children. *Is this not the clear proof of separatists being sons of prostitutes?*

YASIM MALIK: Oye, this movie is the work of fiction. And death to the maker of the movie for portraying our women in bad light.

AGNIVEER: So you accept you were using fiction to demonize Indian Army?

YASIM MALIK: Maker of this movie is kuti ka bachcha (son of a bitch). We will not spare him. We thought of him a nice man but he is enemy of our people. Death to India and Bollywood, kute suwar haramkhorr (dog, pig, bas***d).

AGNIVEER: Count your days. Next time you abuse India in front of an Indian, consider yourself in Jannat with virgin goats.

YASIM MALIK: Who are you?
Chapter 25

Captain Saurabh Kalia’s open letter to Gurmehar Kaur

BACKGROUND

Daughter of a Kargil martyr of Indian forces said- ‘Pakistan didn’t kill my father. War did.’ So let’s be friends with Pakistan. On this, Agniveer published the following open letter on behalf of Captain Saurabh Kalia, the first martyr of Kargil war.

CAPTAIN SAURABH KALIA’S OPEN LETTER

Sat Shri Akal, Gurmehar. Hope you are doing well!

I came to know about your stand on pro-Azadi protests in Ramjas College recently. You said – ‘war killed your father not Pakistan’.
Had I been alive today, I would have been 40. So I leave it on you what you want to call me – Uncle or Brother. Both are fine with me.

Just wanted to let you know one thing, Gurmehar. When a soldier fights, he knows two things. One is his wish. One is the reality. War is bad. This is a wish. War is waged on you. This is the current reality. Both are important in life. A good soldier keeps wishes for the prayers and realities for actions. Those who mix the two are defeated.

Our wish is that Pakistan should be our friend. No harm in it. But do we make strategies based on this? No. Someone who knows even a little of history and present would know that Pakistan was created on an assumption that Muslims can not live with Hindus because Hindus are impure. Pak means pure. Pakistan was created as ‘land of pure’ as if whatever is rest is impure. Creation of Pakistan and existence of Pakistan both symbolise their assumption that Muslims can not live with Hindus.

Supporting Pakistan or friendship with same amounts to supporting the idea that Muslims can not live with Hindus because latter are impure. If we are truly secular and do not endorse this theory, we must oppose the idea of Pakistan and Pakistan both tooth and nail.

Now coming to your remark – ‘war killed my father, not Pakistan’

I salute your father. He gave his life for the motherland.
But I am also the one who did same. In fact, I was the first one who stepped into the whole thing when it was not even a war. I was the whistleblower of the very war which took away your father from you and me from mine.

And Gurmehar, I was not killed in the war. I was heading my routine patrol along with 5 other men on 15 May 1999 on my own territory. My patrol party was ambushed by Pakistani soldiers (not war soldiers). We were abducted and taken to the Pakistani side (not war side).

They tortured us for days in peacetime. They burned our bodies with cigarettes, pierced our ear-drums with hot rods, punctured our eyes before removing them, broke most of the teeth and bones, fractured the skull, cut the lips, chipped the nose, chopped off limbs and private organs besides inflicting all sorts of physical and mental tortures.

It all continued for 22 days. And then one day, we were shot dead. Not in wartime. It was all peacetime. Our skeletons were handed over to our parents. In peacetime!

So, the war did not kill us. Pakistan did.

And now when I look down from heavens on what is going on, I cry in pain. I can see thousands of so-called students demanding Azadi from India. They want to break my country.

I died for my mother. Mother India. I was cut into pieces for the integrity of India. I never screamed in pain when they
were cutting me with daggers. But today, I feel betrayed. I feel ashamed that I died for such thankless traitors. They say they have freedom of expression.

Didn’t I have that expression? Was I not free to flee the battlefield? Was I not free to avoid that 22 days long torture? Was I not free to avoid my organs getting cut for 22 days. No one from Azadi seekers or their supporters came to me and asked me to back off before going for patrolling because I too had an option/freedom to not fight most brutal man-eater Jihadis.

They invited Shehla Rashid and Umar Khalid as guests. These are the same people who advocate Azadi for Kashmir or right of Kashmiri separatists to demand Azadi. Do you know what did those who were cutting our organs each day use to say to us? It was the same Azadi – Hum kya chahte Azadi, Kashmir banega Pakistan, Pakistan se matlab kya La ilaah illillah etc.

Every slogan of Azadi chanted in Ramjas or JNU or anywhere brings back those memories of cut-organs. We relive those moments with pain you can and must never experience with every Azadi slogan.

You ask what was the students’ fault. There was no fault of any student. But anyone who was involved in Azadi march/slogans or inviting these Jihadi bootlickers for lectures was certainly at fault. **When they are insulting my martyrdom with those Azadi slogans, I want my people to stand and fight for my honour.**
Despite knowing that any such protest directly or indirectly supports the idea of Pakistan, how wise is it to be its part then? Do you want to lead freedom of expression movement?

- Do it against the caste system.
- Do it against terrorism.
- Do it against extremists.
- Do it for women.
- Do it against triple Talaq and polygamy.
- Do it against hooliganism.
- Do it against Pakistan.
- Do it against the ideology of Pakistan.
- Do it against the ideology that asks people to cut organs of a soldier because he is from ‘impure’ race.
- Do it against the ideology that beheaded Guru Tegh Bahadur.
- Do it against the ideology that bricked Chaar Saahibzaade alive.
- Do it against those who raped lacs and killed millions in 1947 and before.
- Do it against those who did ethnic cleansing of Kashmiri Hindus from the valley.
True test of mettle lies in your selection of the cause. Cowards choose it based on convenience. Real fighters choose it based on priorities.

I hope you take up real issues which not many have guts to. Make us proud.

God bless.
Chapter 26

Hypocrisy of Bollywood film writer

BACKGROUND

Scene 1: A journalist asks soldiers, “Why do wars happen? Can’t we live in peace with Pakistan?”

Soldier replies in anger, “To kya karen? Thaali me sajaa ke Hindustan de den? Peace ka kya Drama hai? Humne war nahi shuru ki, ye lecture unhe do jinhone ki” (so what shall we do? Give India to them? We didn’t start the war, Pakistan did).

Scene 2: A girl says – Pakistan did not kill her father, war did. We need peace.

A cricketer told her – I didn’t score triple centuries. My bat did.
AGNIVEER EXPOSES THE HYPOCRISY

Both the above scenes are similar in nature. One person is recommending friendship with Pakistan. The other is contesting it.

Look how Bollywood film writer reacts to both:

Scene 1 is taken from his movie Lakshya which he himself wrote. He made the soldier respond to the liberal in a ‘war tone’. This fetched him money. He incited public sentiments for war because that sells. He didn’t care about the “culture of warmongering” such dialogues can inculcate in masses.

Scene 2 is from Gurmehar Kaur’s video. The same Bollywood film writer slammed Sehwag for doing the same as what his soldier hero did in the movie. Why? Because there was no personal benefit this time.

Someone can say that movie is a movie. Yes, it is. But people loved it for a patriotic theme. In case it was not intended to be patriotic, Bollywood film writer (or his 10th pass children) should have mentioned it clearly – this movie is complete fiction and has nothing to do with Kargil war.

Slimy writer used Kargil, war and every terminology to play with public sentiments to make money and then one day you say that this was a movie, not reality.

Conclusion: Do not believe in these snakes. Do not fall for their patriotic dialogues/tunes in movies. If they cannot
take a stand in real life and support Pakistan, they must be insulted publicly.
Chapter 27

Liberal advocates Peace with Pakistan

BACKGROUND

Some liberals from IIM are campaigning for peace with Pakistan and find it disgusting to celebrate the killing of people in Surgical Strike. They are accusing an entire nation of turning psychopath.

WHY THESE LIBERALS ARE BIGGEST HYPOCRITES

1. I don’t blame these liberals from IIM entirely. They have always lived in a cushy world and have never seen what a terror attack is.

   They have never met a terrorist, read his mindset, nor have witnessed any massacre in their own families. For them, war, terror, killing, rape is all they see in EkTha-Tiger Chhaap films or silly News channels.
They live in a vicarious world protected by our soldiers dying on the border to keep their dreams uninterrupted.

2. Many of these liberals are in UK, Middle East etc. They interact with Pakistanis as well and hence it’s a peer pressure cum fashion to blame violence to some fringe elements in each religion and country. And then blame the politicians.

3. They never read about Shivaji and Pratap. They were angry when Victoria Terminus was named Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus because it sounds so dehati!

In my entire IIM stint, such people were doing primarily one of the following – preparing for minting money, masturbating and having an orgasm over any female they could ogle, or getting drunk.

I am not keen on moral policing. But the point is that they never invested time in either nurturing valour, or understanding what causes terror.

They have been given cosiest environment by nation, and they chose to use this opportunity to become first-grade Lallus, Kaayars, Swaarthis and Darpoks.

4. They feel pain of 38 terrorists killed but not agony of soldiers and civilians murdered by these very Jihadis.

5. They always want to perform this ‘liberal’ experiment of forgiving terrorists on the nation. But if you meet them in person and slap them in the face, you will see the biggest
avengers of the world.

They won’t tolerate even a slap on their face but ask us to tolerate 18 dead silently. This is the reason such hypocrites deserve thrashing.

So to conclude, I must say to them, “don’t teach me revenge is bad. Follow it when I slap you.”

Army will kill hundreds more within and across LoC. Keep whining.

My language is harsh in this post. And I mean it. Because I don’t know a better way to express my thoughts on mockery of the sacrifice of our soldiers, who are my family members.

Vande Mataram!
Chapter 28

Liberal equates Rohingya Muslims with Pakistani Hindus

BACKGROUND

One day we suddenly realized lakhs of Rohingya Muslims have made their camps in strategic locations in India. Many saw this as a threat given India’s blood-filled history of 1400 years of infiltration that eventually broke India into pieces just 70 years ago. And yet, we struggle to feed millions of infiltrators while India itself has its own poverty issues. But for many, this was the opportunity to play “Let’s love Refugee” game of Europe. They argued, if Pakistani Hindus can be allowed citizenship in India, why not Rohingya Muslims?
AGNIVEER TELLS THE DIFFERENCE

1. Rohingya Muslims have 50+ Muslim countries to go. Pakistani Hindus have just one – India.

2. Rohingya Muslims have history of unleashing gang-rapes, massacres, loot and plunder on the Peaceful Buddhist natives. Pakistani Hindus are most peaceful community in the world. So peaceful that they are now on the verge of extinction.

3. Rohingya Muslims grew from a negligible numbers to a significant 4% in Myanmar. Hindus on other hand reduced from 19% to 1% in Pakistan.

4. The statistics prove that while Rohingya Muslims are growing rapidly in Myanmar, Hindus in Pakistan were subjected to such a wave of terror, religious persecution, rapes, forced-marriages, forced-conversions etc. that they are now almost non-existent.

5. There is not even a single instance of a Pakistani Hindu disturbing peace in native place. Whereas, the intelligence reports from both Myanmar and India warn about terror links of Rohingya Muslims.

6. There is not even a single evidence of any Pakistani Hindu getting involved in anti-Indian activities. Rohingya Muslims are known for their ghettoisation and law & order issues in India.

7. Pakistani Hindus were never found hurting religious
sentiments of native people. The never drew prophet’s cartoons. Rohingya Muslims have just slaughtered a cow in Jammu to hurt Hindu sentiments.


9. Terrorist organisations like Lashkar, Jaish e Muhammad and Hizbul Mujahideen have issued threats for state of India if Rohingya Muslims are kicked out. No Hindu organisation has ever threatened any government on issue of settling Pakistani Hindus.

10. Pakistan was once part of India. Its Hindu-Sikhs were children of India. If some gutless cowards in Delhi agreed to succumb to hooligans of Jinnah, it was not the fault of Hindus living in Lahore or Rawalpindi. India’s duty was to hit back and take its land back from goons. India should still do that and try to liberate land of native Hindus i.e. Pakistan. Till then, it should protect its natives by allowing them in India. On the other hand, Rohingya Muslims have no loyalty towards India. They follow a foreign religion and heroes that were invaders in India.

There is no comparison. And if you can’t understand this, liberals and Jihadis, just know that India should help Pakistani Hindus because it gives you pain in your wrong place. India should not help Rohingya Muslims because same. Keep crying.
Full support to brave Myanmar Buddhists for their struggle against terror. Proud of you Brothers. India has a lot to learn from you.
Chapter 29

Liberal attacks character of Maharani Padmavati

BACKGROUND

A pervert decided to make a movie on the life of Hindu goddess cum queen Maharani Padmini. This created nationwide controversy. As always, liberal found himself on the wrong side. A bunch of perverts calling themselves as liberals started attacking the character of Maharani Padmini and supporting the rapist invader Alauddin Khilji who was the reason for the burning of thousands of Hindu Rajput women.

THIS IS HOW THEY START

ULTRA SECULAR/LIBERAL: Don’t glorify a woman
A LIBERAL’S F(LAWS)

(Maharani Padmini) who wrongly put ‘honour’ before life and laid foundations for the culture of ‘honour killing’ that is haunting India till date.

AGNIVEER: Hmm, so you are angry on Maharani Padmini. There are two parts of your problem. First lies with your assumptions. The other lies with your analysis which is always weak due to challenged analytical faculties developed in liberals’ DNA due to excessive loss of potency hormones and thus fear of getting thrashed by a Mughal-lover around who liberals fear like hell.

Anyway, we will help you out with both one by one.

PROBLEM OF ASSUMPTIONS

In the whole story, you made following two assumptions.

ASSUMPTION 1: Jihadi invaders were so kind that they always wanted love from princess and millions of women they abducted (‘proposed’ in a liberal’s dictionary). Hence, them killing Maharani Padmini and other women was out of the question.

AGNIVEER: As always, the reality lies at the other end of the universe. Jihadis in general and Alauddin Khilji, in particular, were not-so-loving creatures. Khilji’s own mother-in-law was the victim of his animalistic lust. He would rape women in strange ways in the most brutal manner before disposing them off. He and his ancestors had butchered entire Harems full of women and boys just
because they couldn’t trust the slaves of even their predeces-sors.

So it was not just rape (‘love’ in liberal’s dictionary) that was waiting for women in Chittor. It was much more. *Gang-rape before getting chopped into pieces was highly probable.*

**ASSUMPTION 2:** This assumption is even more classic. It lays foundations for most out of place stories of a Liberal vis a vis Muslim invasion. Which is: ‘*Jihadi invaders were never cruel or against Hindus. Had they been against Hindus, Hindus would have been extinct today. Hindus are still 80% in India*.’

**AGNIVEER:** Crores of Hindu-Buddhists were butchered or converted during invasions. Millions of women abducted and raped. Read autobiographies of these Sultans once. Hindus are not 80% in India (India of invasions). *Hindus are hardly 2 % in half of India of invasion (Pakistan and Bangladesh).* Hindus of other places fought back and survived.

So in a nutshell, as per liberal, invaders were not cruel, had they been so, how could Hindus survive? And wherever Hindus like Maharani Padmini had to die, say that she was a fool who didn’t know that Khilji was an angel. Getting the point? *This is called Heads I win tails you lose.*

And these two dumb assumptions make liberal’s magic circle complete. Once you assume invaders were God’s
angels, you have to discard logic and portray the victim as a villain by saying Maharani Padmini was against ‘love’ and thus invented honour killing. Just because you lack the spine to call Khilji a rapist murderer because you fear some Abdul from around might hold your neck making you pee in pants, it is better to abuse Maharani Padmini who would not come from her ashes to teach you a lesson. So play a safe game.

PROBLEM OF ANALYSIS

A liberal living in fantasies of getting dominated by Khilji’s sons in their Harems even today in hope that latter would not kill them fails to understand a basic thing.

Imagine your husband or wife has been kidnapped. Your children have been chopped into pieces. An armed mob of 50,000 Khiljis shouting Halla Gulla hu Akbar has surrounded your house. They are taking your name, laughing, brandishing swords and daggers looking at you while you look at the mob. And lakh eyes are staring at you to tear you any moment. 50 animals are at the door trying to break in. 1500 men are on the roof trying to break it from the top. Now you are being asked, ‘what do you want to do?’ Just imagine yourself in the situation. I am sure you can’t. I will help you.

Your brain will not work. Your legs would tremble. Heart will beat like a drum so that you can even hear your beats for the first time. Eyes will stop seeing. There will be darkness
everywhere. Your mind would try to move but hands won’t listen. The only thing you would be able to ask them who have now managed to enter your home, ‘Please do it one by one. Do whatever but one by one. Don’t kill me please.’

It is easy to analyse from distance for someone whether entering fire was good or getting raped. But I bet you don’t have any choice at that moment of death.

The only thing that drives you in last moments is your instinct. If you have trained yourself to be slaves, you will choose rape. If you are a real queen or a woman or a man with dignity, you will choose not to fulfil the desire of the rapist. If you can’t defeat the enemy, you would defeat the pervert’s desire even with your death. And death was chosen with fire for a reason. So that these Jihadis, habitual of not sparing even dead bodies (thanks to noble teachings of their religious role models), would not get even ashes.

So all low-life liberal thugs, stop commenting on the goddess. Spare our revered figures whom we treat as mothers.

Those who wet pants at the mere sight of a skullcap should not teach Maharani Padmini on what she should have done when thousands shouting Allahu Akbar surrounded her.

You would choose rape. She chose to be the inspiration for generations to come. That’s the difference. That’s the difference between lioness and pigs.
One last thing, if you are concerned too much about patriarchy, dare utter a few words on why Prophet of a religion raped and enslaved women of other faith? Let us see how honest you are. Take the name and tell the story. I will start respecting you. Till then, you are a stinking animal not worthy of being listened.

FAQ ON PADMAVAT CONTROVERSY

Here are comprehensive answers to all upset with Padmavat Protests.

PADMAVAT FAN: Why are you opposing Padmavat without even seeing it?

AGNIVEER: Just like Muslims opposed movies on prophet and have not let even a single movie on Prophet release.

PADMAVAT FAN: Haay haay, so are we aping Muslims?

AGNIVEER: Is it wrong?

PADMAVAT FAN: Oh come one, it is their culture, leave it with them. We have liberal culture. Let’s enjoy.

AGNIVEER: First of all don’t count myself in your ‘we’. I don’t know which culture you belong to. But in mine, hypocrite rascals who remain silent on Prophet related issues but suddenly issue sermons of freedom of speech on issues related to Hindu faith are called Asuras. And we are ordained to help Asuras get their mental health back.
through all legal means.

PADMAVAT FAN: So you are talking about violence?

AGNIVEER: Are Muslims violent?

PADMAVAT FAN: I didn’t say so.

AGNIVEER: So why did you bring in the angle of violence when I said I will behave like Muslims on this issue?

PADMAVAT FAN: Look, it is wrong to portray prophet in their religion in any video or photo. But it is perfectly ok for us. Look at Ram Leela, Ramayan, Mahabharat serials.

AGNIVEER: You know about Muslim religion so well? Can you cite one Quranic verse that says don’t make his movie? And can you cite one Mantra from Vedas that says make movies on your goddesses?

PADMAVAT FAN: Oh come on, Hindu faith is not based on any book. There are many enlightened souls like Baba Ji X, Y, Z who say Hinduism is liberal.

AGNIVEER: So do you mean Islam is extremist and breeds intolerance because it follows some books blindly? By the way, where is that verse of Quran that says don’t make a movie?

PADMAVAT FAN: Have not said so. But look, movie on prophet hurts religious sentiments of Muslims. Why do a thing unnecessarily that disturbs the peace?
AGNIVEER: So when I am saying this movie Padmavat is hurting my religious sentiments, *why do you also not consider it on humanitarian ground and stop its release?* Why do you want to thwart movies on Muslims at the source itself, and in my case want full release of the movie and expect crores of people like me to just tolerate because there is a freedom of speech for mocking Hindus like me only?

PADMAVAT FAN: I didn’t get your point.

AGNIVEER: I have a deal. You get #RangilaRasul, #InnocenceOfMuslims and #SatanicVerses unbanned. Announce a movie on the life of Prophet. Name the director, producer and actors who are going to work in it. If you could, I will support Padmava. If you can’t, you know who you are. ‘A slave and nothing more!’ And I should behave with you exactly like Muslims did with Hindus after Rangila Rasul.

PADMAVAT FAN: Look, I caught you! All three names you took are derogatory to Islam whereas Padmavat has no intention of insulting Hinduism or Rajputs or Maharani Padmavati.

AGNIVEER: You missed my next line. You go ahead with producing a good movie on Prophet. How he treated all wives and slaves well. Show him the best man on earth. Just let us know who is going to play his role!

Padmavat is indeed derogatory. Rapist rascal like Khilji is being portrayed by pervert director’s favourite actor and
real-life partner/lover of a lady who is portraying Maharani Padmavati. *But could you know who is portraying Gora and Badal?* Do you even know who were they? They are crore times more important than rapist Khilji. How come you don’t know who are portraying them? For me, it is insulting enough. And I wish those who insulted Maharani Padmini should face exactly what others had to face at the hands of Muslims when Rangila Rasul came.

PADMAVAT FAN: But it is the rise of Hindu extremism.

AGNIVEER: If the path of Muslims alone keeps hypocrites like you in check, what’s the option? By the way, are Muslims extremists?

PADMAVAT FAN: Haay haay, *main ho gayi diwani ab main chalun Khilji ko dekhne.* Love is peace. Love is world. Let’s spread love. Let’s bury the past. Let’s welcome future. Who was Khilji? Who was Padmavati? Who knows? Let’s live in peace. Let’s live in love.

Padmavat fan reaches theatre and gets thrashed by some unknown people. Now home having Haldi wala doodh searching for torrent links of Padmavat.

The end.

PS: Above story is a work of fiction just like Padmavat. Any resemblance with any person living or dead is purely coincidental.
Historian Irfan Habib claims Bharat Mata is a foreign concept

BACKGROUND

Historian Irfan Habib claims Bharat Mata is a foreign concept! So why be sentimental about it!

AGNIVEER’S RESPONSE TO IRFAN HABIB

The concept of worshipping motherland comes from Atharva Veda Bhoomi Sukta (12.1). Here are its first two mantras in English:

ʻO Motherland, you provide me with great snow-capped mountains and hills, forests, farms, food, herbs and rains so that I am always happy, protected and nurtured. You provide me with the support I need to live like a king. You are my mother, O Motherland, and I am your son. You purify us
and may we be able to repay your blessings through our noble actions.’

Name Bharat also comes from Vedas. Bharat means something that glows. Root word is ‘Bha’ that also is used in Bhaskar which means glowing sun. So Bharat is the land that glows. The ‘lighthouse of the world’.

It is true that concept of a modern state with internationally agreed upon borders, Vienna Convention, Embassies, UNO is a new concept. But respecting the land that is under our control as Mother is a concept as old as the first books of humankind – the Vedas. *That is the source of Vande Mataram.*

जननी जनभूमश्च स्वर्गादपि गरीयसी

I will say ‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’ whenever I meet an Indian Marxist, liberal or historian (?) like you.
Chapter 31

Nun gangrape and Hindu rape culture

BACKGROUND

Rape of an aged nun happened in Bengal and entire globe was protesting against Hindutva terror. Then it was found that culprits were Jihadis from Bangladesh who had religious reasons to hate non-Muslims. Part 1 of this piece was written before the culprits were nabbed. As always, the predictions made by Agniveer were spot-on.

PART 1

The Navaratras came with a sense of deep shame that year. An elderly nun was brutally raped by perverts in a state that is known for its worship of Durga. So entrenched
is respect for women in Bengal that even the daughter is addressed as ‘Maa’ or mother. On Navaratras we would feed young girls and show our respect as if they represent Durga Mata. Thus the event was most shocking.

A society that cannot respect the mother is bound to doom. It is time we announced brutal death sentence for every rapist irrespective of age and fast-track courts to resolve such cases within no time.

What was even more appalling than even the rape was the way this shameful incident was used as a tool for political and commercial victory by different stakeholders. The leaders of Church organization held protest rallies and many of them blamed Hindutva forces for this. The West Bengal government representatives also incriminated ‘Ghar Wapsi’ for this. A few media houses went berserk in linking it to church attacks in Delhi, miscellaneous other attacks on minorities and finding an easy scapegoat in Hindutva and new government.

The same media condemns Khaps for being illegitimate judges but are the first ones to hold kangaroo courts to issue verdicts that increase their commercial gains.

How shameless is a society that makes a business out of rapes of a mother!

How conveniently everyone ignored that Ranaghat – where the tragedy happened – is not even a stronghold of any so-called Hindutva group including BJP! In the peak of
Modi wave, BJP came at distant third in Lok Sabha elections. The constituency is represented by the ruling party TMC with more than 40% vote share.

The assembly constituency is again a TMC stronghold with almost 55% vote share. BJP does not have even 4% vote share.

On contrary, CM has announced her commitment to legalizing illegal Bangladeshi immigrants several times. Vandalism against Hindu temples and idols have seen a huge upsurge in last 5 years. So why should this incident be not linked with the pro-Bangladeshi stance of TMC? The entire world knows how much love fanatics of Bangladesh and Pakistan have towards Christians in general. Bangladeshi goons have already brought fame for themselves by killing, looting, raping minorities. Jihadi hatred against Christians is amply evident across the globe. ISIS beheading is a recent example.

The pattern of gang-rape makes evident that it was not just a crime of passion or greed. It was driven by hatred and bestiality. It was in lines of the way ISIS glorifies its killings. No wonder what would emerge in future is that it was the handiwork of Jihadis inspired by ISIS and Al Qaeda who were possibly helped by someone inside. And of course, the way government after government in Bengal are nurturing illegal Bangladeshis, they are putting entire country, and especially border districts in grave danger.
HINDU-PHOBIA

Ironically, while a lot of hype was made out of church attacks in Delhi, no communal angle nor any pattern could be brought out. They were either case of burglaries, thefts, similar crimes and accidents like short circuit. Statistically, there have been many times more such ‘attacks’ of similar nature on temples and gurudwaras of Delhi in same time period!

To give another example of communally-igniting in some sections of media, here is an example from a recent front-page news headline published in Times of India on 22 March 2015: ‘For lack of evidence, all 16 Hashimpura accused walk. 42 Muslims had died by ’87 massacre’ by Sana Shakil.

I wonder what would have been the headline if those who died were not Muslims? Do we have separate criminal laws for Hindus and Muslims in the country? Or have no Hindus been ever been killed in massacres? In fact, if we indeed start showcasing communal angles, the irony is that the Indian history of last 1000 years can be termed as bloodiest, longest running and most brutal genocide of Hindus that put even ISIS to shame.

If someone was killed, an Indian was killed. Hindu, Muslim, Christian does not matter. If a massacre happened, it is wrong, irrespective of who did it and to whom. Punishment must be severe. Period. Law does not differ-
entiate on basis of religion. Why must media house do so? Merely for petty sensationalism? Or there is something deeper?

SOLUTION TO RELIGIOUS HATRED

For some morons, it is difficult to digest that personal belief is indeed personal. You can talk as much as you want about why your belief-system is best, but eventually, decision to choose a belief-system is personal. If you think someone is following a wrong belief-system, let God punish him. Why must you be an agent?

Ironically though, many religious shops of today thrive on hatred. Such shops must be destroyed to bring communal harmony.

To do it objectively, top 10 most popular publications of religious books of each religion must be brought. All publications taught in Gurukuls, Madarsas and convents must be also included. They will most probably include:

- Various translations of Gita, Ramcharitmanas, Hanuman Chalisa, Upanishads etc.
- Various translations of Bible, stories of Bible etc.
- Various translations of Quran, Hadiths etc.
- Now each of these must be reviewed for following:
- Does the publication claim that non-believers will go to Hell?
• Does the publication differentiate between believers and disbelievers?

If yes, all such books must be outrightly banned. Let the publishers bring out alternate translations that do not have these defects. No book – religious or non-religious – must be allowed in education that explicitly suggests punishment (divine or non-divine) and hatred against non-believers. These silly translations are making a mess of our beautiful world.

We are one humanity, one family.

PART 2

Navratras came with deep shame when an elderly nun was brutally raped in the land known for hailing woman as Maa Durga. What happened cannot be compensated for in any manner. But as Navratras come to an end, we come to know that devotees of Maa Durga are not the culprits of this heinous crime.

News has just percolated that it was Bangladeshi goons who illegally entered India and committed this offence. Sikandar Shaikh alias Salim was arrested from Mumbai along with another sidekick in Bengal. Sikandar confessed to his crime and named other Bangladeshi gang-members involved. Their mastermind Milan Bhai is absconding. The CID investigations reveal that these criminals often sneak into India to commit such crime. Ranaghat being a border district is an easy destination. By the way, Milan Bhai is a
fake identity of another Jihadi whose real name is yet to be revealed in public.

The culture of attack on churches and temples is not new for these Bangladeshis. Last year a mob of 50 Islamic extremists looted a church in Boldipukur. Hundreds of temples have been desecrated within last one year in Bangladesh. Blogger Avijit Roy was murdered in public for marrying a Muslim girl.

Islamic extremism thrives on hatred against non-Muslims. By mere brutality of the crime, you can reasonably predict who the perpetrator is. If there is a crime of passion, greed or momentary outburst, it could be anyone. But when it is a well-thought brutal crime bordering on hatred, you are likely to find an Islamic extremist behind it. Look at the way ISIS makes Hollywood style videos of their brutal killings.

The moment Agniveer found that gang-rape of an elderly lady happened at gunpoint in front of so many other people within a place of worship, we predicted that Bangladeshi jihadis would be behind it.

When we found that the juvenile rapist in Nirbhaya case took out intestines of the victim with his bare hands, we predicted he must be an Islamic extremist. And yes, Muhammad Afroz ‘Raju’ showed no remorse for his actions and has been set free already. Same is the case with Mumbai Vile Parle rape and other crimes.

But look what media did. The moment rape happened,
they announced it is done by Ghar Wapsi brigade. Church leaders took out a rally to condemn ‘anti-minority’ Prime Minister for encouraging ‘right-winged Hindutva goons’ to attack ‘minorities’. They linked these attacks with those that happened in Delhi and elsewhere. All political parties started fake-weeping in blaming it on ruling party of India.

And now suddenly there is a deep silence. No one has the audacity to admit that they were wrong.

Now no church leader is planning any rally to apologize to Hindus for false defamation.

No political party is making a statement that Bangladeshi infiltrators are creating a mess in the country.

TMC (ruling party of Bengal) has no courage to admit that their open support to illegal Bangladeshi infiltrators is instrumental in emboldening them and providing all infrastructure to carry out such crimes.

No one now stands up to say: ‘If all church attacks in the country are linked, then it proves that Islamic extremists from Bangladesh are behind such attacks. The way separatists show allegiance to Pakistan and issue statements against non-Muslims show that Islamic fanaticism is the root of all this violence.’

Yes, it is true that all Muslims are not terrorists. Among Muslims, we have heroes like Ashfaqullah Khan, APJ Abdul Kalam, Azim Premji, Abdul Hamid and countless more
who live/lived and died only for the nation.

But it is also true that we have two neighbours whose birth was based on Islamic extremism. These extremists were shameless enough to divide their motherland and break relations with their fellow Muslims of India as well. These rascals share similar names, physical features, language and yet breed hatred against Indians, especially non-Muslims.

They have their own interpretation of Islam. As per their interpretation, they have divine right to rape, loot and kill non-Muslims. They have right to pretend as friends when they are weak and turn traitor when they can attack. They hate Indian Muslims for keeping country above religion and being patriots.

Now they are spread wide in the world. And they are able to brainwash many Indian Muslims as well by nefarious means. Their agents like Zakir Naik, IRF dupe them to consider religion above everything and hate non-Muslims. People like Owaisi openly threaten non-Muslims. And our politicians nurture this hatred for vote-bank politics.

Our media nurtures this hatred for two reasons –

A. It gives them TRP.

B. Who will mess with such fanatics who can even kill and conduct suicide attacks? It is easier to blame Hindus who are harmless. In most extreme case, some weak-nerved Hindu would pelt a stone on a window of a barren building.
And that will give even more harmless sensational news and TRP.

But they don’t realize that they are digging their own graves.

They don’t realize that by harbouring terrorists in this way, they are strengthening their roots and making our future even more difficult. Just look at the resources that ISIS has acquired. Even USA and all developed countries together are not able to tackle them effectively.

They don’t realize that they are making villains out of those who are actually their friends. Hinduism is the only philosophy of world that does not demand any specific belief to be followed. If the world has to rise above religion and unite, Hinduism is the only large-scale option. And Hindus are the most docile people on the planet.

And they also don’t realize that by harbouring these terrorists, they are victimizing the good Muslims. Now the entire world sees Muslims with mistrust. Even in Islamic countries, there is special checking at the airport for Muslims.

The need of an hour is to admit that Islamic world has been infested by hard-core extremists, instead of blaming every religion for having extremists. We must admit that this has not happened overnight but over last 1000 years. It is time to unite all non-extremist Muslims with non-Muslims to wage a war against terror.
And falsely accusing Hindutva for the crimes of extremists is not going to help.

Instead of telling the world ‘Islam is Peace’, Muslim world must realize what went wrong that caused this infestation by terrorists. They must review all their highest circulated publications and see if something is prone to misinterpretation. They must propagate ‘Islam is Peace’ and ‘Islam gives Heaven to non-Muslims’ in their mosques, Madarsas and institutions. Islamic leaders and Maulvis must make such announcements about love for non-Muslims again and again. This will contain the nefarious designs of fanatics and strengthen the Islam followed by scientists like Dr APJ Abdul Kalam. This is need of an hour.
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Asifa Rape Case

BACKGROUND

Asifa was murdered. JK Police came with a charge sheet that showcased how Hindu terrorists raped and killed her. We questioned the charge sheet on day one. Today the matter has been exposed as a case where JK Police should have done more homework. But as usual, our liberal brigade was already ready with placards to issue the fatwa.

HERE IS WHAT WE WROTE BEFORE THE PLACARDS STARTED TEARING APART

Asifa’s parents murdered years ago.

One accused found giving exam far away at same time.

Choice of temple of all places for rape over days!
No mention of rape in the initial report.

Growing Rohingya menace in the area.

Police reports changed.

Asifa case is too murky to trust Police.

Now there is a photo of attendance sheet with rape accused's signature in middle at time of the rape. Yet, we must trust the JK Police instead of CBI Enquiry! The same JK Police that murdered Rajneesh Sharma in custody for marrying a Muslim woman.

Those who want to play Hindu-Muslim on Kathua, answer 2 questions

1. Number of Kashmiri Hindu women raped/ converted to Islam/ killed/ wiped out till date =?

2. Number of Kashmiri Muslim women raped/ converted to Hinduism/ wiped out till date =?

And finally, have you ever heard the news that Hindus raped in the temple? It is not in our blood. Had we done it, we would have retaliated Muslim invaders in the language they attacked us. They destroyed temples and built mosques over them. They raped millions. Had Hindus known to rape and that too in name of religion, no Muslim invader or woman could survive in India.

Time to stop the drama. And also the time for similar outrage for thousands of those Hindu girls who have been
raped inside Madarsas and by Jihadis in last one year alone and before. Time for selective outrage is over.
Chapter 33

10 (F) Laws of liberals

Law 1: Organize beef parties because my life my choice. Organize draw prophet events because my brush my choice. Never organize draw prophet events because my life >>>> my choice.


Law 3: JNU has freedom of expression. Hazam Khan has freedom of expression. Kalpesh Tiwari has freedom of expression expressions of freedom (from the world).

Law 4: ISIS has nothing to do with religion. I in ISIS stands for Islamic Ice Cream Chocolate Flavor Vaali.

Law 5: 2002 Post Godhra riots are blot on India’s secular fabric. Godhra caused post-Godhra riots and train burning
is the blot on India too in Post-Godhra need not be discussed as the fire was initiated from inside. Lallu Prasad’s secret sources have confirmed.

Law 6: Dadri had Hindu mob of 3/5 Hindus. Malda had mob fringe element of 2.5 Lakh people who had no religion.

Law 7: Allow women in Sabrimala. Allow women in Haji Ali is an internal matter of minority people.

Law 8: Karwa Chauth is Patriarchal. Symbol of male chauvinism. Triple Talaq, polygamy and Halala are symbols of Patriarchic society, male chauvinism, violence and violation of women rights internal matter of minority religion. Symbol of multiculturalism. Must be respected.

Law 9: Burn your ego this Diwali not crackers. Behead yourself instead of goat this Eid. Wish Muslims on Eid.

Law 10: Holi is waste of water. Let’s celebrate waterless Holi. Eid is waste of blood. Let’s celebrate bloodless Eid: symbol of peace (millions of animals put to peace in pieces).
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